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The President’s Message

'Lt^ate J^loppenLar^

As March rolls around (spring is in the air in Fresno) I am reminded of the recent

study and collecting trips to South East Asia and all the wonderful people, plants and

animals we encountered. The 1994 trip to Bali and Central Sulawesi undertaken by Ted

Green and myself along with a number of Dutch botanists yielded much new material.

The most prevalent species appeared to be Hoya incuirvula\ it was everywhere even on

small shrubs in open dry grassy fields. The flowers were surprisingly diverse in eolor. We
brought back many unidentified speeies along with material resembling Hoya
nicholsoniae and Hoya australis.

On the study trip to Southern Luzon in 1995 we obtained two new clones ofHoya
panchoi in the Bulusan area. Another interesting surprise was to find one growing over a

log on the trail. On the perfect coned Voleano, Mt. Mayon, was the beautiful clear violet

flowered Dischidia livida. On the long southwestern Island of Palawan in the Philippines

we found several clones of Hoya imperialis on both coasts near sea level. The foliage of

this species looks so much like the trees in which it grows that it is extremely hard to

spot. Hoya imbricata in several forms and many leaf colors was prevalent for the most

part only on mango trees. The amount of new material we found along newly eonstructed

roads always reminds me of how much vast area lies for the most part inaccessible and

how many new species abide there.

This last year a group of us botanized the Suragao Area on the Northeastern Coast

of Mindanao, Philippines; down both coasts and the central portion, again finding much
of interest. On Mt. Apo west of Davao on the same island we went to the area where

Hoya greenii was discovered seeing here many more clones along with a new species of

yellowish flowering hoya of the acanthostemma section. The group continued on the

Sabah Malaya. On Mount Kinabalu there were many beautiful Rhododendron species and

gorgeous speeies of Aeschynanthus. Here we found a new white flowered Hoya species.

There is so much interesting hoya material in Sabah that it is difficult to

enumerate it all in a short page. Many large hoya plants were in full bloom along with

many bearing seed pods. Among the highlights were numerous clones of Hoya
imperialis, native in plaees one would not expect to find a hoya. Among the numerous

clones of Hoya verticillata at the Tenom Orchid center and growing on large beach trees

at the city of Kota Kinabalu was a beautiful clear deep pink flowered form; what a

wonderful addition! Finally one of the very unusual discoveries was Hoya waymaniae

creeping along the forest floor in the deep damp leaf litter nearly hidden from sight. In

this strip forest composed of small trunked trees was the rare Absolmsia spartioides

growing into the small diameter tree trunks.

Last but not least David Bicknell and his wife collected and sent me a cutting and

flowers of Hoya gigantangensis. They found this at low elevation on beach rocks and

cliffs at Matulenao, Bidian Cebu, Philippine Islands.

Dale Kloppenburg, President I.H.A.

6427 N. Fruit Ave.

Fresno CA 93711

Phone and Fax: (209) 439-8249, E-mail: daleklop@thesocket.com
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Hoya coriacea and Hoya fraterna

‘iJecl

150 years ago, Karl Blume named Hoya coriacea so because the leaves are leathery

(coriacea = leathery in Latin). Then, when another hoya was discovered that looked so much like

coriacea, he named it Hoya fraterna (fraterna = brother, in Latin). Incidentally, I have always

considered plants to be feminine so I would have named the fraterna, sororia (sisterly, in Latin)

instead.

In another article I discussed the error about using the name Hoyafraterna Blume for the

large leafed form of Hoya meliflua (Blanco) Merrill. In that article I renamed it Hoya meliflua

subsp. fraterna Green, recognizing the use of that name for over 1 00 years.

To the best of my knowledge, the true fraterna was not recollected (or at least

recognized as such) for 150 years but that ended in 1993 when Tony Lamb found it while we
were collecting at Uluapinapin, Sabah, Malaysia. We were camped at about 2,000 ft. on the

Apinapin River and he found it at about 2,600 ft., near to the river. I thought it was Hoya
coriacea and gave it my collection number of 93023; unfortunately, this cutting failed to grow for

me. Tony was successful with his cutting and at the Tenom Orchid Center at Tenom, Sabah, it

grew into a large vine that subsequently flowered.

Last year, a friend brought me a photo of the flowering umbel, some pickled flowers and

a cutting from Tenom. I immediately recognized the handsome leaves and flowers as being close

to, but different from Hoya coriacea Blume; differences great enough to make it another species,

not just a variant of Hcoriacea. That suggested Blume’s long-lost Hoya fraterna. What a find

and what a long way from the original place! And, best of all, it is now preserved forever in

several hoya collections around the world, not just on another herbarium sheet at Leiden.

A thumbnail sketch ofHoyafraterna Blume is: A terrestrial, tropical vine, closely related

to and resembling Hoya coriacea Blume in general growth but differing in the shape of the

flowers. As with H. coriacea, it has milky sap and does not root along the stems. The leaves are

shiny, whereas, those ofHoya coriacea are dull.

I have found that H fraterna has another character the same as H. coriacea. It flowers

year-round and with little to no fragrance.

Comparison: H. coriacea H. fraterna

Leaf

Umbel
Flower

Corolla

Surface matte

Hemispheric to globulose, 35 - 75 flowers

Narrow shouldered, gold colored

Reflexed, with shoulder even with

bottom of corona; hairs to sinus

Surface shiny

Hemispheric, 30-40 flowers

Broad shouldered, chartreuse

colored

Reflexed, with shoulder even

with middle of corona; hairs to

shoulder

Corona wide spreading, long, curved outward Erect, short, straight
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Culture: As with most robust hoya vines, Hoya jraterna desires a loose mix, moderate

sunlight and regularly fertilized with a balanced fertilizer. Since it does not have succulent leaves,

it should not be allowed to completely dry out. A good indicator of when it is time to water is the

“leathery” feeling of the leaves. This is a robust vine so it needs room. Why not try it outside

when the weather is good? Remember, not in the full sun.

This is a handsome plant and with its head of golden flowers would make a fine addition

to any collection.

Ted Green

Green: Plant Research

Kaaawa, Hawaii 96730

Hoya coriacea Blume & Hoya fraterna Blume
Photo by Ted Green
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The following publication was sent to me by Paul 1. Forster for publication in Fraterna. It was

officially accepted for publication 16 July 1997 in Austrobaileya 5(1): 53-57 (1997).

Madangia Strata (Marsdenieae), a new genus and species

from Papua, New Guinea

Paul I. Forster, David J. Liddle and Iris M. Liddle

Summary

Forster, Paul I., Liddle, David J., Liddle, Iris M. (1997). Madangia inflata (Asclepiadaceae:

Marsdenieae), a new genus and species from Papua New Guinea. Austrobaileya 5(1): 53-57. The

new genus Madangia is described with the sole species M. inflata P. 1. Forster, D. J. Liddle &: 1.

M. Liddle. M. inflata is thus far known only from the Madang Province of Papua New Guinea.

The genus is closely allied to Hoya R.Br. to which it is compared.

Keywords: Asclepiadaceae, Marsdenieae, Hoya, Madangia - Papua, New Guinea; Madangia

inflata.

Paul 1. Forster, Queensland Herbarium, Meters Road, Indooroopilly, Queensland 4068, Australia

David J. Liddle, Iris M. Liddle, P.O. Box 794, Mareeba, Queensland 4880, Australia

Introduction

The authors are working towards a revision of the genera Hoya R.Br. and Dischidia R.Br. (both

Asclepiadaceae: Marsdenieae) as they occur in Australia and Papuasia. In 1992 the first two

authors collected numerous live material of Hoya in north-east Papua, New Guinea, particularly

in Madang Province. One of the plants, collected at the time without flowers and with the

vegetative appearance of a species of Hoya, has now subsequently flowered in cultivation and is

not referable to that genus. This plant represents not only an undescribed species, but an

undescribed genus, which although allied to Hoya, differs in numerous ways from all taxa

included in that genus. This species is described as Madangia inflata in the present paper and its

affinities discussed. There appear to be no previous herbarium collections of this plant that has

rather remarkable, showy, white, globose flowers and is of considerable horticultural merit.

Madangia P. 1. Forster, D. J. Liddle et 1. M. Liddle genus novum. Genus singulars in

Asclepiadaceis: Marsdenieis per corollam globosam et formam loborum coronae staminalis.

Lobi coronae staminalis membrane) et sibi contigui (autem non connati) secus longitudinem

paene omnino praeter apices supernos lanceolatos prope apicem styli et margines infernos

columna staminali multo longiores. Margo infernos quuisque columnar staminalis valde

recurvus m extremitate necnon segmenta membranacea involutiones coronae interposita

format.

A genus unique within the Asclepiadaceae: Marsdenieae by virtue of the globose corolla, and the

form of the staminal corona lobes. The staminal corona lobes are membranous and contiguous

(but not fused) to each other for almost their entire length, apart from the upper lanceolate apices

near the style head and the lower edges that are much longer than the staminal column. The lower

edge of each staminal corona lobe is strongly recurved at the end and forms a membranous frill

positioned between involutions of the corolla wall.
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Smrn 5mm

Fig. 1. Madangia inflata. A. habitat of flowering stem x 0.5 B. side view of flower x 3. C. face

view of flower x 3. D. vertical cross-section of lower part of coronal tube, staminal corona and

staminal column x 3.5. E. side view of staminal corona and staminal column x 3.5. F. face view

of staminal corona and staminal column x 3.5. G. pollinarium x 25. All from live and spirit

material of D. J. Fiddle IMF 1076. Del. B. Gray.
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Type species: Madangia inflata P. I. Forster, D. J. Liddle & I. M. Liddle

Epiphytic twiner; latex white. Roots fibrous. Leaves petiolate; lamina fleshy, hairy; with colleters.

Inflorescence deciduous, usually single at a node, umbelliform to racemiform, positively

geotropic. Flowers pedicellate. Sepals 5 Corolla globose, fleshy-membranous; tube much inflated,

of 5 completely fused petals; lobes free at tips, valvate. Annular and corolline coronas absent;

stamina! corona of 5 membranous lobes that are contiguous with but not fused to each other, each

lobe attached to the back of each anther that make up the fused stamina! column, lower edge of

lobe strongly flanged away from central part of flower and strongly recurved with a somewhat

frilled margin that is positioned between involutions of the corolla wall; interstaminal corona

absent. Stamens connate into gynostegium (staminal column), not markedly capitate. Anthers

2-locular with terminal appendage; pollen in linear tetrads; pollinaria with 2 erect, oblong pollinia

with a pellucid germinating mouth on outer margin; corpsculum oblong-ovate; caudicles not

winged, not geniculate. Style-head rounded. Follicles and seeds not seen.

A monotypic genus, endemic to Papua, New Guinea.

Etymology.- The generic name is formed from the geographical region of Madang Province in

north-east Papua, New Guinea.

Madangia inflate P. I. Forster, D. J. Liddle et I. M. Liddle sp. nova Volubilis lenta; indumento

trichomatum incoloratum simplicium multicellularum. Caules usque ad metra pluria longi ad

interque internodos radicantes, trichomatibus sparsis; intemodia usque ad 200 mm longa et 2

mm diametro, lenticellata demum. Petioli cylindrici, 8-12 mm long), 1.5-3. 5 mm diametro,

leviter sulcati supra, trichomatibus sparsis antroris. Colletri rotundati 1 vel 2 basi laminae.

Lamina folii elliptica usque ad elliptico-ovata, succulenta, usque ad 120 mm longa et 60 mm
lata, apice acute usque ad breve acuminate, basi cordata lobis superpositis^ venatio ex venis

6 vel 7 lateralibus arenatis et venis interlateralibus reticulatis indistinctis constans; pagina

supera viridis venatione obscure trichomatibus dispersis; pagina infera pallide viridis

venatione indistincta trichomatibus dispersus usque ad sparsis. Pedunculi florentes 8-22 mm
long), 1.5-2 mm diametro, trichomatibus dispersis floribus usque ad 9 omati bractea

ovato-truncata, 0.4-0. 5 mm longa, 0.5-0. 8 mm lata, sparse ciliate. Flores 12-14 mm long),

17-18 mm diametro; pedicelli 32-45 mm longi 1.4- 1.5 mm diametro, glabri. Sepala

triangularia, c.l mm longa et 2 mm lata. Corolla 12-13 mm longa, 17-18 mm diametro, alba;

tubus 12-14 mm longa, 17-18 mm diametro, glaber, basi sub sepalis protrusa eaque occulta,

apice in centro depresso; lobi 5-6 mm long), 6-7 mm lati, apice leviter recurvi, intra breve

papillati. Corona staminal is c.8 mm longa et 10 mm diametro; apices loborum apicem styli

aequantes. Columna staminal is c. 4 mm longa et 3 mm diametro; antherae appendices

lanceolatae c. 1 mm longae et 0.7 mm latae; fissura alaris 0.8-1 mm longa sub antheris non

prolongata. Apex styli c. 1 mm longus et 1 mm diametro. Pollinaria c. 0.96 mm longa et

0.77 mm lata; pollinia 0.77-0.78 longa 0.29-0.31 mm lata, corpusculum 0.38-0.43 mm
longum, 0.21-0.24 mm latum; caudiculae 0.11-0.14 mm longa 0.5-0.9 mm lata, latiores in

extremo corpusculari. Typus: Cultivated at Emerald Creek, Mareeba (from plant collected

Papua New Guinea. Madang Province: Headwaters Dom River, 4°58'S, 145° 45'E), 26 Nov
1995, 1. M. Liddle IML1076 (holo: BRl [1 sheet + spirit]).

Wiry twiner; indumentum of uncoloured simple multicellular trichomes. Stems to several metres

long, rooting at and between nodes, with sparse trichomes; intemodes up to 200 mm long and 2

mm diameter, lenticillate with age. Leaf petioles cylindrical, 8-12 mm long, 1.5-3.5 mm diameter,

faintly grooved along top, with sparse antrorse trichomes; colleters rounded, 1 or 2 at lamina

base. Leaf lamina elliptic to elliptic-ovate, fleshy, up to 120 mm long and 60 mm wide; tip acute
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to shortly acuminate; base cordate with the lobes overlapping; venation of 6 or 7 looping lateral

veins and indistinet reticulate interlateral veins; upper surface green, venation ± obscure, with

scattered trichomes; lower surface pale green, venation indistinet, with scattered to sparse

trichomes. Flowering peduncles 8-22 mm long, 1.5-2 mm diameter, with scattered trichomes,

with up to 9 flowers; bracts ovate-truncate, 0.4-0. 5 mm long, 0.5-0. 8 mm wide, sparsely ciliate.

Flowers 12-14 mm long, 17-18 mm diameter; pedieels 32-45 mm long, 1.4- 1.5 mm diameter,

glabrous. Sepals triangular, c. 1 mm long and 2 mm wide, glabrous. Corolla 12-13 mm long,

17-18 mm diameter, white; tube 12-14 mm long, 17-18 mm diameter, glabrous, base protruding

down below sepals and obscuring them, top depressed in centre; lobes 5-6 mm long, 6-7 mm
wide, slightly recurved at top, shortly papillate inside. Staminal corona c. 8 mm long and 10 mm
diameter; lobe tips level with style-head. Staminal column c.4 mm long and 3 mm diameter;

anther appendages lanceolate, c. 1 mm long and 0.7 mm wide; alar fissure 0.8-1 mm long, not

continuing down below anthers. Style-head e. 1 mm long and 1 mm diameter. Pollinaria c.0.96

mm long and 0.77 mm wide; pollinia 0.77-0.78 mm long, 0.29-0.31 mm wide; corpusculum

0.38-0.43 mm long, 0.21-0.24 mm wide; caudicles 0.1 1-0.14 mm long, 0. 5-0.9 mm wide, wider at

corpusculum end. Fig. 1.

Additional specimens examined; Known only from the type collection and live plants in

cultivation.

Distribution and habitat Madangia injlata is known only from the single type collection. Plants

grow as twig epiphytes in the canopy of lowland complex mesophyll vineforest on volcanic soil.

Hoya kenejiana Schltr. and miscellaneous ferns and orehids grow in association. Plants recorded

in the surrounding forest include Tabernaemontana aurantiaca Gaud., T. pandacaqui Lam.,

Aglaia sp., Graptophyllum pictum (L.) Griff.,Pittosporum sp., Popowia sp., Casearia sp.,Rinorea

horneri (Korth.) O. Kuntze, Maniltoa psilogyne Harms and Polyalthia sp.

Notes.’ Madangia injlata is unique in the Marsdenieae for its globose corolla and the form of the

staminal corona. Globose corollas are rare in the Marsdenieae, the only regional example being

the Australian Gunnessia pepo P. I. Forst. (Forster 1990). Madangia inflata does not appear

elosely allied to Gunnessia pepo whieh has a totally dissimilar stamina! corona and pollinaria.

Globose corollas are more common, but still rare, in the Stapelieae (sensu Bruyns & Forster

1991), with convergently similar examples to Madangia being found in Echidnopsis malum
(Lavranos) Brnyns (Bruyns 1988) and Stapeliopsis neronis Pillans (Brnyns 1981), both stem

suceulents from Africa. Unlike Echidnopsis malum, Gunnessia pepo and Stapeliopsis neronis, the

staminal column of Madangia inflata is not further enclosed by a tubular staminal corona within

the enclosing corolla.

Madangia inflata is undoubtedly most closely allied to Hoya as it has a similar habit, and

apart from the globose corolla and staminal corona, has a similar floral morphology to many
species especially those in Papuasia. Globose corollas are extremely uncommon in Hoya with the

only known example being H. heuschkeliana Kloppenburg from the Philippines. The corolla

lobes in H. heuschkeliana are not as completely fused as in M. inflata with an obvious suture

along the margins of each lobe, nor are they anywhere as large. Apart from its globose eorolla, H.

heuschkeliana has a staminal corona typical of Hoya.

The reeently described H. telosmoides Omlor from Sabah is also worth mentioning here.

This speeies has a corolla with a markedly inflated tube that has a constricted mouth and narrow

lobes (Omlor 1996). These characters are not found in other species of Hoya, but H. telosmoides

has a similar staminal corona to other speeies of that genus and Omlor (1996) concluded that it
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would be best placed there until such time as a monograph of Hoya could be undertaken and the

status of the infrageneric classification reviewed.

The staminal corona of M. inflata differs markedly from that of Hoya. In Hoya the staminal

corona comprises five separate lobes that are attached to the backs of the anthers fused into the

staminal column. The lobes are discrete and although well separated in most taxa of Hoya may be

closely contiguous in some species. The lower edge of each staminal corona lobe in Hoya is

strongly inrolled along the sides forming the 'coronal groove' of Rintz (1978). In Madangia the

five staminal corolla lobes are contiguous to each other for almost their entire length, apart from

the upper apex near the style head and the strongly recurved lower edges. The lower edge of each

staminal corona lobe in Madangia is recurved at the end, although not at the sides, and forms a

membranous frill, rather then a fleshy roll, that is positioned between involutions of the corolla

wall. As a result no 'coronal groove' is formed. The only Hoya that approaches the staminal

corona form of Madangia is H. nmltiflora Blume, that is sometimes segregated in the genus

Centrostemma as C. multijlorum (Blume) Decne. In H. multiflora the staminal corona lobes do

not have a marked 'corona groove', although it is still present, and the lower edge of the lobes are

sharply pointed (Rintz 1978). H. multiflora is a shrubby plant that never twines, not an

uncommon trait in Hoya, and has a strongly reflexed rotate corolla. It is feasible that the floral

features of a Hoya such as H multiflora are plesiomorphic and similar to a putative ancestor to

Madangia.

The pollinaria of Madangia inflata appear similar to those illustrated as group B of

Malaysian Hoyas by Rintz (1978), where the caudicles are unwinged and the outer edge of the

pollinia have a pellucid germination mouth.

The features of a globose corolla with totally fused corolla lobes, apart from the tips, and

contiguous staminal coronal lobes that have a strongly recurved, frilled lower edge are considered

derivedfor Madangia. Description of Madangia does not lend justification for dismemberment of

Hoya into segregate groups as has been alluded to on occasion (e.g. Hill 1988). Despite the great

morphological variability encompassed within the latter, the species presently recognized within

Hoya are united by the shared character states of the staminal corona as described above.

Conservation status.- The lowland rainforests of Madang Province are being cleared at an

alarming rate for saw-logs and woodchips. The type locality for M. inflata was a remnant of

forest in an almost totally logged (clear-felled) area. Survival of this species in the area of its

initial collection is unlikely in the near future.

Etymology: The specific epithet is derived from the Latin inflatus (bladdery, thin, membranous

and swollen) and alludes to the corolla texture and shape.
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Latin endings—— or ensis

_J^[oppeni)iir^

Hoya enthusiasts should be familiar with these suffix endings. These endings are added to

the end of place names to indicate a meaning “native to” or “of’ a particular place. Examples

occurring in the genus Hoya are as follows:

alagensis: A native of, or from the Alag river on the north portion of the Philippine island of

Mindoro. First collected by E. D. Merrill (then director of the Bureau of Science at Manila) on his

ascent of Mt. Halcon in Nov. 1906. Collected at the low elevation of 150 m. (492 feet).

amboinensis: Native of the island of Amboina, Indonesia. Located SW of Ceram in the Banda

Sea (also spelled Ambon). Collected by Warburg in 1907.

bandaensis : A native of the Banda Archipelago located S of Ceram also in the Banda Sea.

Collected by Dr. Schlechter; blooming in October 1901.

buruensis : From the mountainous island of Buru located West of Ceram. Collected by Tysman.

cochinchinensis : Of Cochin-China, the Mekong (southern) Delta region of Vietnam. Written up

in Flora Cochinchinensis by Juan Loueiro in the late 1700’s.

dischorensis : Of the Dischore Mountains of New Guinea. Collected by Dr. Schlechter above

Dischungari in the Waria region; blooming in June 1900.

eitapensis: Native of Eitape in Northeastern New Guinea. Collected by Dr. Schlechter at a very

low elevation 20 meters ( 66 feet); blooming in August 1909.

gigantanganensis : From Gigantangan in Leyte, Philippines. Collected by Yoshio Kondo on 26

March, 1957. Another coastal species.
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hainanensis: Of the Island of Hainan in the Gulf of Tonkin, off the south coast of China.

Collected by McClure May 1922 on tree trunks on the south slope of Mt. Chi Leng.

kwangsiensis: From Kwangsi, China SE China north of the Island of Hainan. Collected by C. T.

Li 19 August 1958.

lantsangensis : Of Lantsang, Yunnan Province, China. Collected by A. Henery placed in a new
section, Antiostelma by Tsiang and P. T. Li.

leytensis: From Palo, Leyte, Philippines. Collected January 1906 near sea level by A. D. Elmer.

lipoensis: Native of Lipo, NE of Kunming, China. Described in 1985 by P. T. Li & Xu.

manipurensis : Collected in the area of Manipur, India. Similar to Hoya lantsangensis also

described as Micholitzia obcordate.

mengtzeensis : Of Mentze, Yunnan Province, China. Described in 1974 by Tsang & P. T. Li.

mindanaensis: Native to the island of Mindoro, Philippines. Discovered by A. D. E. Elmer along

the Sibulan river at 3000’ elevation, NW of Davao in June 1909.

mindorensis : Native to the island of Mindoro, Philippines. Collected by McGregor along the

Baca River in 1905.

neoguineensis : OfNew Guinea. Collected near the Strait of Galewoanum 24 June 1875.

padangensis : Of Padang, Pandjang, Sumatra. Collected by Dr. Schlechter blooming in January

1907.

philippinensis : From the Philippines, named invalidly in 1984 by P. T. Li.

pulgarensis : Of Mt. Pulgar. Discovered by A. D. Elmer near sea level at the foot of this

mountain, Puerto Princessa, Palawan.

samoensis : Of Samoa. Described briefly by Berthold Seemann (1825-1871) in 1865.

sikkimensis : Of Sikkim area of the Himalayas.

sogerensis : Native of Mt. Sogere, New Guinea. East of Port Moresby. Collected by H. O. Forbes.

tenggerensis: From Mt. Tengger (Mt. Pengger) at the Eastern end of the island of Java.

tjadasmalangensis : Of Tjadasmalang, Java. Discovered 25 September, 1904 at low altitude in

Western Java.

trukensis : Native to the Islands of Truk—an the islet of Wari; discovered 14 August, 1936 by T.

Hosokawa. I have made repeated attempts to obtain this species. It may now be extinct.

vitiensis : Native to the Fijian Island of Viti (Viti Levu). Published by Thuriil.

vuennanensis : From Yunnan Province, China. Found along the Yangtse river near Djitsung.
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GROWING HOYAS FROM LEAVES

In 1856, Dr. Attilo Tassi, Professor of Botany & Agriculture, Director of the I. & R.

Botanical Garden of Lucca presented a paper to the Royal Academy of Lucca, Italy, regarding a

seed pod that had matured on a 20 year old Hoya carnosa R. Br. plant. In his lecture he

mentioned the methods of propagation for hoyas as being cuttings and from leaves “si moltiplica

po per talea, o medianthe le foglie caldo e sotto compana come V Aloe, le Glxine, le Calanchoe

ecc.”. We could add to this that hoyas are also grown from seed.

In the past many of us have stuck a leaf in some potting mix, it rooted readily, but then

just sat there, not dying, but also never developing into a plant. Most hoya growers have given up

on this method. There are, however reasons for developing this means of propagation since there

are some very beautiful and exotic foliaged hoyas and leaves which are much easier to mail and

transport. If some have been successful with this it has not come to my attention.

A number of years back Chanin Thorat was kind enough to send me 10 leaves and

associated flowers from a collecting trip he made into Southern Thailand. These were beautiful

leaves, so after making measurements and photographing them, I placed each in its own 4” square

dark green plastic pot full of potting mix. These were inserted at a 45° angle and the potting mix
firmed up around the leaf peduncle, buried clear up to the leaf base. As usual they rooted quickly

in the greenhouse (it was summer time). In the succeeding months 8 of these leaves developed

shoots and are now beautiful vigorous healthy plants. Subsequent to this I received a number

of leaves and flowers collected by Ted Green in Borneo, also exotic and beautiful. I was also able

to develop these into plants. The majority of these are H. finlaysonii type species along with a

couple of H. verticillata types.

It seems to me that leaves from plants grown in the tropics will send up shoots much
more readily than plants I grow here in Fresno CA. I will assume that the vigor of the plant, the

intensity or type of sunlight or nutrition it has received are factors. It is well established that

plants used for tissue culture form shoots more readily when the derived tissue is from outdoor

vigorous plants. There are some tricks we can use to enhance our success with leaf propagation.

The petiole of the leaf calluses over and also produces a mass of roots. The trick is to get this

callous to produce meristematic cells and develop shoots. The idea is to stimulate it either by

mechanical or chemical means (providing it does not act spontaneously). Sometimes you can

raise the root mass slightly and probe or make small cuts into the petiole to mechanically irritate

the tissue and this alone will provide the necessary stimulation.

Chemical stimulation is by means of hormones such as adenine sulfate, kinetin, 2-4 D,

gibberelic acid, etc. Since I had a number of these chemicals left over from tissue culture work, I

have tried all of the above. 2-4 D is a weed killer and needs to be used in an extremely weak
solution-say a drop in a gallon of water (the actual upper limit is 3 parts per million (ppm). I use it

with an eye dropper and let the solution run down the center of the leaf on to the root mass and

petiole. Gibberellic acid, I have found, produces a weak spindly growth that is unsatisfactory.

Lately I have also used indole-3-buturic acid only a small crystal in a glass of water and painted it

on the leafbase and petiole after they have rooted. I have not tried small or thin leaves. I have had

mixed success with H. carnosa, verticillata, kerrii, diversifolia and finlaysonii. I am sure the

process is possible but needs further research. It is worth pursuing and perfecting.

Dale Kloppenburg
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Hoya leucorhoda Schlechter

Translation from Botanische Jahrbiicher 50 (1913) 119.

“Die Asclepiadaceen von Deutsch Neu Guinea”

A high climbing branched half-shrub. Branches threadlike, flexible with lax foliage.

Leaves spreading or outspread, petiolate, ovate acuminate, base rounded, texture leathery, both

sides glabrous. Inflorescences shaped like an umbel, subglobose, 20-30 flowered, peduncle

almost two times longer than the pedicels, pedicels threadlike glabrous. Flowers among the

largest in the section. Lobes of the calyx ovate obtuse, glabrous, much shorter than of the corolla.

Corolla somewhat rotate, five parted one third from the base, outside glabrous, inside minutely

and densely papillose-puberulous, center toward the base somewhat glabrous, lobes ovate acute.

Scales of the corona spreading, ascending slightly toward the exterior margins, ovate above,

center minutely pitted, with the apex obtusely acuminate, outside obtuse, sides rounded, anthers

much shorter. Pollinia obliquely ovoid-oblong, with the translators short, retinaculum small,

rhomboid.

An elegant vine with cord-like loosely leafed branches. Leaves 7- 1 1 cm. long, 4.5-6 cm.

wide in the middle. Petiole bare, upper side slightly furrowed, 1.5-2 (cm.) long. Inflorescences in

umbels, 20-30 flowered almost spherical, on a slender, 3-4.5 cm. long peduncle. Pedicels bare,

threadlike, about 2 cm. long. Calyx lobes very small, hardly 2.5 mm. long. Corolla remarkably

prominent for the section, widespread about 2 cm. in diameter. Corona scales from the apex to the

outer end, about 3.5 mm. long.

Northeastern New Guinea: in the forest of the Finisterre Mountains, about 1200 m.

altitude (Schlechter #18212- Blooming in September 1 908).

With this group begins another subgroup of the Eu-Hoya section, which is distinguished

by the leathery, non-fleshy leaves. The species in this subgroup is distinguished by broad leaves

and remarkable prominent flower umbels of up to 30 flowers. The flowers are pure white with a

purplish-red corona. The species deserves to be introduced into European gardens.

Dale Kloppenburg
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Hoya leucorhoda Schlechter

I, ZUQ.

As Rudolph Schlechter said over 80 years ago, this beautiful species should be in

European gardens. He probably meant warm houses or conservatories, for it would freeze outside

in the winter. Since it never freezes here, my plant is outside - hanging and climbing in a large

angel’s trumpet tree.

Hoya leucorhoda Schlechter

Photo by Ted Green

My form of Hoya leucorhoda is a clean, elegant, small vine with slender stems and

medium sized leaves (approx. 5x10 cm). The clear white flowers, with red centers are about 2.5

cm in diameter and there are about 10 - 20 in the umbel.
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I believe that with the odd drip-tip leaf and the general growth of the plant, it is a relative

of several of the other higher elevation New Guinea hoyas that Schlechter named. If so, it is the

largest leafed species of that group that are found above 3,500m, in the rain forest of the

Finisterre Mountains. Coming from this elevation (coolness) should make it a fine houseplant.

Hoya leucorhoda Schlechter

Flower and Foliage. Photo by Chuck Everson.

For me here in Kaaawa, Hawaii, where my average temperature is about 78° F, this hoya

grows and flowers quite well but I have a suspicion that under cooler conditions it would be more

compact and bear a myriad of flowers - much as I have seen Hoya microphylla Blume do under

the right conditions. In Fern Tree Gully, South Australia, Hmicrophylla was fantastic. This is

probably what Schlechter saw when he first found Hoya leucorhoda, and immediately pictured it

as a wonderful houseplant.

Ted Green

Green: Plant Research

P. O. Box 597

Kaaawa, Hawaii 96730
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Q&A
Questions and Answers About Hoyas

1.

Why do the names of

Hoyas change? V.S. (NJ). A:

(1) If the species has been

invalidly published the name has

no standing. This can occur for

many reasons e.g. no type

specimen is designated or it was

not published in Latin (recent);

diagnosis missing, etc. (2) If a species is

found to have been previously published

it must assume the name of the earliest

legitimate published name (in most

instances). (3) The name you have on a

plant may have been incorrectly

identified. A plant thought to be

correctly identified, may on further

study turn out to be something different.

2. Are there any blue flowered Hoyas?

G.F. (CA). A: None have been recorded

nor collected so far. In this case beauty

is in the eye of the beholder. The reason

I say this is, back in 1990 while

attending a flower show in Manila,

Professor Juan Pancho and I were given

a cutting of Hoya pubicalyx and the

donor said “this has a blue flower”.

When it bloomed we found out the

donor was color blind!

3. How long do individual Hoyas live?

H.K. (OR). A: If the conditions are

favorable there should be no limit to the

life of a hoya plant. I have had one Hoya
kerrii in a 4” plastic pot since 1979; still

looks fine. The other day I came across

an 1856 Italian article about a 20 year

old Hoya carnosa plant, which had just

borne a seed pod and had viable seed. I

am sure this is just a short life span for

any hoya species. Let us hear from the

readers the age of their oldest hoya.

Send your answers to Harriette Schapiro

(her address is on the next page in “Bird

Tracks”.

4.

Can I graft one Hoya on to another?

B.C. (GA). A: Sure you can-and have

fun doing it. In the distant past Hoya
bella was frequently grafted to other

more vigorous hoya species to give a

better bella plant. Weak growing or rare

species can be easily grafted to strong

vigorous species. I would suggest

species like Hoya diversifolia, kerrii,

meliflua etc. It might be interesting for

someone to graft hoyas to other

perennial species in the milkweed

family. Theoretically it should be

possible to produce variegated plants

through grafting. Experiment and let us

hear the results!

4. Does the same Hoya species have

different colored flowers? R.R. (TX).

A: Only a given color or combination

for many hoya species. In numerous

species however, mostly those that are

spread over wide geographic areas or

are very numerous in given areas show a

wide range of colors. A common
mutation is to a green or white flower

from a more common color. Pink

flowers in populations of otherwise pale

flower color are also repeated in various

species. In 1993 while we were studying

and collecting in Sualwesi, I remember

Ruurd van Donkelaar bringing in a hand

full of Hoya incurvula umbels each of a

different color or depth of color, eight in

all. Flower color also changes with age

of the flower, the time of year the

flowers maturate, usually deeper and

more pronounced in cooler weather.

Finally the presence of heavy metals

(namely iron) in the media or fertilizer

will affect the color of the blooms,

usually deepening the tone; sunlight will

fade light pink or pale yellow flowers to

white.
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BIRD TRACKS

From: Robin Director

Harriette Schapiro
5217 Cassandra Lane
San Diego, CA 92109

(619) 273-4267

E-mail: Schapiro@iuno.com

Attention all IHA members! Did you take time to get

involved in your association? Did you join a robin and meet
nice people, exchange ideas, learn new things about hoyas, exchange cuttings, increase your

collection and have fun doing it? If not be brave and do so now! Give a membership of IHA to a

friend, a plant enthusiast, or a family member. Christmas can last all year long. “Get with it” Do it!

Do it! Do it! Now you can also join an E-mail Robin; contact Harriette.

Robin #3 HS (CA). April 1997. None of my
Hoyas have started to flower but most of them are

showing new growth. One fairly new one for me
is Hoya pubicalyx var chimera. It has the nicest

color in the leaves where 1 am growing it. The

leaves are a good deal more slender than the usual

pubicalyx leaf We never did get much rain this

past winter we are almost 3 inches (7.6 cm.) short

of rainfall.

Robin #3 RP (So-CA). May 1997. Here it is May
and my garden is abloom. Sweet nectar fills the

air as my hoyas burst forth in flower. Serpens and

Cheng Mai are open and fragrant, as well as all

the camosas along the fence. The patio with

hanging baskets of all sorts of plants doing their

best... The hoyas of course are making a splendid

show.

Robin #3. BD (FL). May 1997. After 1 put all the

hoyas outside we managed to have temperatures

drop down to the upper and mid-40’s at least

twice a week but 1 decided to just leave the plants

where they were. All came through fine, most

have moderate to plentiful new growth. The

camosa “oldies” and pubicalyx types continue to

flower, although the camosa blooms sure have the

yellow aphids. Wayetii, verticillata, and Welch’s

are getting ready to flower. Time will tell what the

others do, after all it’s only May.

Robin #3 (NV). June 1997. The reason 1 thought

1 had sciarid flies comes from a little article 1 read

in one of my plant magazines that talked about

common soil pests. It sure sounded like my
problem, but guess they could be gnats. I don’t

really know what a sciarid fly looks like, but they

are small flies that appear around the soil when
watering. 1 do spray the soil with a spray and

usually takes care of the problem, until I pot a

new cutting or repot, and then a few weeks or a

month later, they appear again. If I don’t take care

of it right away, they seem to spread to my other

plants. I have learned my lesson and spray newly

potted plants right away.

Robin #1 HS (So-CA). April 1997. 1 now have an

addition to the list of hoyas not to try outdoors (in

winter). I had two starts of H. wayetii. The one I

had outside, did not like the very cold winter.

Robin #1 MS (OR). I think sometimes the reason

hoyas don’t bloom is that people give them too

much TLC. I am finding that those I let go a little

dry are setting flowers. Don’t know if that is the

reason, or it is just time for them to bloom.

Robin #1 (?) Over the years I have learned,

underpotting may be better. I believe overpotting

may be my problem with getting blooms. The

most beautiful plants I ever had were the ones I

received from Loyce Andrews, in Texas. They

were in
2” “starter pots, healthy, free of insects

and disease, and so help me, the growth in those

tiny pots were about the length of my bed, head to

foot, stretched out when I unpacked them. The

lady had the proverbial green thumb.

Editor’s note : The little black (or deep brown)

gnats that most of us find around our potted plants

are “Fungus gnats”. They do no damage to the

plant, are harmless. Indoors I suppose they might

be a nuisance, however outdoors or in a

greenhouse they do not need to be controlled.
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The Association for plant

& flower people who grow

in hobby greenhouses and

windows!

Quarterly Magazine
Growing & Maintenance

Help & Advice

Hobby Greenhouse Association
8 Glen Terrace, Bedford, MA 01730-2048

Dues: USA $19 (Canada and Mexico, $21 US futids/MO)

($22 Overseas, US funds!MO)
Sample magazine $3.50

Directory of Greenhouse Manufacturers $2.50

6427 N. Fruit Ave.,

Dept. LH.A.

Fresno, CA 93711-1401

Phone-Fax:(209) 439-8249

E-mail :cembra@juno.com

Hoya cuttings, Hoya collections, Dischidias,

Dischidiopsis & Aeschynanthus, Books.

All for your enjoyment.

Send $1.00 for catalog. (U.S.A. customers only)

(Foreign: send 2 international reply coupons)

JUNGLE
'

CACTUS
World’s leading specialist in tropical jungle

cadi --Epiphyliums/Hoyas/Christmas/Easler

Cactus/Rhipsalis. Latest plant catalog has

215 color photos + bookshop catalog -- 81

pages total. All only $2.00 ($4.00 for

foreign requests). Order today:

RAINBOW GARDENS .
Visa/MasleiCatd welcome

W© ship worldwide!

goth yesr in business
1444 E. Taylor St.

Vista, CA 92084

CACTUS
BOOKS

Send for FREE 29-page catalog featuring

460+ books/items on cacti, succulents,

palms, cycads, bromeliads, hoyas,

epiphyllums, South African, desert, more.

Largest cactus bookshop in the world

!

Sent surface mail anywhere in the world!

RAINBOW GARDENS BOOKSHOP
1444 E. Taylor St. Vista. CA
Phone 619-758-4290 92084

t visa/mc welcome j
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The President's Message

l>ii 2)aie .JCioppeiJ)tppenput^

How many of you see the National Geographic Magazine ? In the April 1997

issue, on page #6, there is a picture of Tim Leman in the top of a rainforest tree in

Borneo. I'im studies the strangler figs Ficus stupenda. Too bad he is not a hoya collector for

just in back of the leaf he is measuring is a beautiful specimen ofHoya macrophylla Blume.

It has been said "life is piled upon life in the tropical forests". The mist and rain forests

where hoya species live represent only about 3 % of the earth's land surface, yet these areas

abound in plant and animal diversity. These areas represent a long uninterrupted period of

evolution. They were not subjected to glaciating nor to temperature fluctuations. Humidity is high

and the plants form multistoried environments in many cases.. Many plants here have evolved to

fit specific narrow niches. The Asclepiads evolved, developing the union of carpels by a common
stigma to form a Gynostegium and the formation of pollen masses as part of the male

reproductive structure the Pollinarium. They have evolved to a greater range of adaptability to

their environment than their cousins in the families Periplocaceae or Apocinaceae.

What is left of these dwindling forests are home to a disproportionate number and

diversity of species. Most hoyas being vines are well adapted to this darkened environment. They

are almost in continuous growth and thus evolve more rapidly to fit existing conditions. They are

able to reach for more intense light found near the tops of the high forest canopy or help fill the

gaps in the forests continually created by changing conditions.

Most prefer the high tree tops and the forest clearings, along trails and streams. They

might properly be termed "Gap Plants". Since hoya seeds are dispersed by wind this "high or

open living" aids in their survival The gaps unfortunately are enlarging rapidly. The majority of

the mist forests are gone from the Philippines. Borneo is under intense logging pressure and the

worlds human populations continue to expand and encroach. In a way this affords more forest

edge gaps as environment for hoya species, however too much of a good thing is detrimental.

Last but not least, I want to stress to you the importance of expanding our membership.

Please take the time to renew your subscriptions. In addition, become active and help recruit new
members. Keep your society strong and growing. Thank you again.

Special Notation: Check your expiration date on the label of the envelope. If it is

highlighted in yellow, this is your last bulletin. Send your renewal payments, $18 domestic; $25

international, made out to I.H.A., and mail to our new membership Secretary at:

LH.A.

Attention: Membership Renewal

1444 E. Taylor St.

Vista, CA 92084

Phone renewals Okay: 1-760-758-4290

Fax renewals Okay: 1-760-945-8934

Dale Kloppenburg, President LH.A.

6427 N. Fruit Ave.

Fresno CA 93711

Phone and Fax: (209) 439-8249
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HOYA DARWINII, HOYA MITRATA AND HOYA GREENII

The distance between the large, western Philippine Island of Palawan and the northern tip

of Sabah (Borneo) Malaysia, is about 100 miles - with plenty of small islands scattered in

between. With such a short distance and all of the "stepping stones", there must be Hoya mitrata

on Palawan and Hoya darwinii in Sabah, but no one has reported finding them at the other place.

Hoya darwinii is confined to the Philippines but, on the other hand, Hoya mitrata is found from

Sabah, across Borneo and up Peninsular Malaysia to Thailand.

Both are interesting, very closely related, but different. Both are moderate vines with

white sap; both have a symbiotic relationship with ants (creating twisted, curved or closely

stacked leaves that serve as "nests") and both have upright umbels presenting perky flowers with

swollen corolla lobes.

The differences make these 2 hoyas interesting. Hoya darwinii is a smaller growing vine

with smaller, light green (reddish in sunlight) leaves - some of which curl and twist to make a

hollow ball that is quickly taken over by black ants and used as a home. Hoya mitrata has leaves

that are 2 to 2-1/2 times the size of Hoya darwinii and occasionally it produces special,

cup-shaped leaves that are arranged close together, much like a cabbage. As with the Hoya
darwinii, black ants turn this "Cabbage" into a nest and jam it with detritus that holds moisture.

As for the comparison of the flowers, these pictures give the best idea of what they look

like - and how they differ. Both plants can flower anytime and in a stroke of luck (as shown in

this picture), both flowered at the same time.

Also included in this group picture is Hoya greenii, named after me by Dale

Kloppenburg, my old friend. The reason for including it here is that there were some un-informed

comments when it was published. Doubts were cast and the inference was that H greenii might

possibly be just another form of Hoya darwinii. No way! As you can see, it is obvious by its

growth, umbel presentation and flower structure that it stands alone, as a valid species.

Hoya greenii is a Southern Philippines species and I first collected it at the hot springs.

Lake Arco, at about 4,000 foot elevation on Mt. Apo, on Mindanao. That was in 1995; I was
collecting with David and Odette Cuming and we found a lot of interesting hoyas on that trip.

Last spring (1997) while collecting with Eva-Karin Wiberg, Torill Nyhuss, Dale Kloppenburg

and Ed and Monette (Ed's mother) Gilding, we went back to Mt. Apo to see what we could find.

I couldn't remember the exact place where I had found it before but with a little snooping

around we found it. There was the original H greenii which had grown into a very large plant,

about 10-15 ft. up, on the west side of a large forest tree. Growing on the same tree was a

beautiful cascading pink Medinilla, graceful ferns and thick mosses. This tree was about 15 ft.

from a steaming hot lake and in a place where the sulfur-smell was really noticeable. There

weren't any buds or flowers out but I knew from the leaves and growth that this was the same one

seen before. We did not find any other plants of H. greenii in the area on that trip.

As a note. Lake Arco is a tourist spot where all the local high school kids are taken for an

outing-bus loads scrambled everywhere- laughing running and teasing each other! I didn't see

much damage though - a little trash they left behind.
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Hoya darwinii Loher (top)

Hoya greenii Kloppenburg (center)

Hoya mitrata Kerr (bottom)

Photo by Ted Green

As with Hoya mitrata and Hoya darwinii, Hoya greenii flowers for me every month of

the year and the flowers last about a week. Strangely enough, the Hoya greenii regularly sets seed

but I have not had any pollination of either the Hoya mitrata or darwinii. This is another sign that

the Hoya greenii is different, otherwise the same pollinator should pollinate all three. Notice that

H. greenii differs both from H. darwinii and H. mitrata in having hemispherical to spherical

umbels, with flowers pointed out in all directions. In contrast, both of the others have umbels and

flowers pointing upward.
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I don't know if you will ever get all three to flower at one time but individually, they are

each interesting and a good addition to any hoya collection.

Ted Green

Green; Plant Research

Kaaawa, Hawaii

Hoya mitrata Kerr
Photo by Ted Green

Additional Information on These Species

In recent geologic time the southern Islands of the Philippines and Borneo were a single land-

mass, because of lower sea levels. The spread of these species, especially Hoya darwinii to

Borneo area and Hoya mitrata to Palawan, Zamboanga, Mindanao area would have been even

easier, so we keep looking. Both Hoya darwinii and Hoya mitrata have very large pollinarium,

among the largest. The pellucid germinal edge to the pollinia is very short and distinct to these

two species. Hoya greenii has capriciously and arbitrarily been placed into synonymy with Hoya
darwinii. Any competent taxonomist would easily recognize the distinctness of these two species.
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In addition to other readily visible differences the Pollinarium are totally different. It is more
similar in size and shape to Hoya serpens Hooker than to Hoya darwinii Loher. It has a long

pellucid germinal edge to the pollinia and the whole structure is much smaller, whereas Hoya
darwinii has a very rudimentary pellucid edge and is much larger.

Both Hoya mitrata Kerr and Hoya darwinii Loher are low elevation species whereas

Hoya greenii Kloppenburg is a relatively high altitude species.

Herbarium Sheets:

Hoya darwinii Loher

#14574 1909 Loher (UC) Montalban, Rizal, Philippines

#14900 1915 Loher (UC) Lectotype Rizal, Luzon, Philippines

#35522 1910 Ramos/Edano (UC) (US)

#s.n. 1926 A. Damo (UC) Bukidnon, Mindanao, Philipp.

#815 1962 Peele

#790 Whitford.

Hoya mitrata Kerr

#13152 1 940 Kerr Type

#159 1 939 (SING) (L) Kuala Sedili, New Road.

#10015 Triso

#8534 1957 Saribas “Anderson” (Sarawak Mus.) (L) Belong,

#3062 Dua
#3841 1940 Haniff.

#1993 1955 Anderson (PRET)

#3365 1918 Birmemeyer (BIOT) (L) Sumatra, afg. Agann
Brani 950 m.

#s39210

#12712

#12781

#378

#5043

#4096

#s. n.

1977 Bias Paie (L) (Sarawak For. Dept., Borneo, Bolck

18, Bintulu Lumber Co., Suri, Miri, 4* Division.

1956 A. Kostermans (BIOT) (L) East Borneo, West Kutei,

along Pedohon River near Oeiomstandigheden.

1956 A. Kostermanns (BIOT) (L) East Borneo, West

Kutie, Mt. Palimasan near Tabang

Oeiomstandigheden. Acid sands.

1957 Smythies, Wood; Ashton. (L) (Bruin For. Dept.)

Bukit Peradayan, 500’.

1925 F. H. Endert (BIOT) (L) Central E. Borneo, W.
Koetai, #44 near L, Djenean.

1965 J. P. vanNiel (L) Bdait, Badas Brunei.

(Herbarium Mus. Paris) (NBV #898.168-204)

SING=Singspore; BIOT= Bogor; L= Leiden; UC= Univ. CA. Berkeley; US= Nat. Herb.

Study References :

Hoya darwinii Loher.

Gardener’s Chronicle 47 (1910) 66. Loher. (Type Description).

Repertorium Specierum Novarum 11 (1912) 96 Leveille.

An Enumeration of Philippine Flowering Plants, (also as An Enum. Philippine Plants) 3
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(1923)352.

Hortus (1976) 574.

The New York Botanical Garden Illustrated Encyclopedia of Horticulture 5 (1981) 1726.

Tropica 4 (1992) 1020. A. B. Graf.

Philippine Hoya Species 3rd Edition (1996) 63-64. R. D. Kloppenburg.

Hoya mitrata Kerr.

leones Plantarum 35 (1940) 3406. A. F. G. Kerr. (Type Description)

Florae Siamensis Enumeratio 3 (1951) 39. W. G. Craib & A. F. G. Kerr.

The Gardener’s Bulletin, Singapore 20 (1963) 191.

Malayan Nature Journal 30 (1978) 498. “The Peninsular Malayan Species of Hoya” R.

E. Rintz.

The Taxonomy and Phytochemistry of the Asclepiadaceae in Tropical Asia (1995) 90.

“ The Genus Hoya in Thailand” O. Thaithong.

Hoya greenii Kloppenburg
Photo by Ted Green
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Doing It My Way

& VuS.^iJi..r W.3.

I live on a barrier island six miles off the coast of southern New Jersey in the Atlantic

Ocean. This geography places the island in close proximity to the Gulf Stream and therefore

provides it with a micro climate much milder than the latitude would suggest. Frost-free

temperatures run from mid-May through November. The water supply is from deep artesian wells

and is 8.5 in pH. These conditions provide an ideal temperate growing environment.

The principles of growing any group of plants have not varied through the years because

the basic needs of plants remain the same. However, methods used to satisfy plant needs do

change as scientists find new data concerning nutrition, growing environments, pest prevention,

chemical fertilizers and other facets of plant growth. Only through the experience of watching our

plants do we learn how to adjust our methods to achieve success in our particular environment.

Eveiy’ geographical location with different climatic conditions has a unique growing environment.

For this reason, a grower should know the basic principles of good culture and apply them

imaginatively and with good common sense to his situation.

If there is one plant that makes me wish that I had more than one life to live, surely it is

the hoya in its many lovely manifestations — and I find the longer our acquaintance, the greater

the fascination.

When it flowers to perfection, which it is not apt to do in all places, it is one of the most

ornamental of the plant world.

I have 142 species, clones-clines and hybrids under cultivation at the time of this writing

plus two aquariums of seedlings.

I would like to present to you my cultural, methods that have been most successful for

me under the environmental conditions presented above.

My plants, for the most part, are propagated from cuttings received from other growers. I

soak the cutting in my sink in tepid water containing about four tablespoons of sugar for

three-four hours. Then, following Dale Kloppenburg's advice, a fresh cut is made just below a

node. A thin coating of rooting hormone powder in applied. They are then potted in 3-inch clay

pots filled with a sterile soiless mix amended with horticultural charcoal. They are then bottom

watered and totally enclosed in a clear plastic bag and placed on the bench in moderate light.

They are left undisturbed for four weeks at which time the bags are loosened to allow

acclimatization to lesser humidity for 2 to 3 days and then removed. This has been 100 %
effective for me. They are left in the 3-mch pots until root bound.

My plant room is a heated glassed-in porch facing south and east. The benches and sills

are all provided with cool white fluorescent lights (4 foot hibes) and occasional 75 watt

incandescent bulbs all of which are ran for 14 - 16 hours on cloudy overcast days, and always

from 6 to 10 PM each night.

Many of the larger more mature plants are potted in hanging baskets of the plastic or

slotted wood types.
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The temperature in the plant room runs 70 to 75 degrees during the winter months.

Relative humidity is fairly steady at 56 - 70' during these months. This is helped along with a 5

gallon cool vapor humidifier run over a 24 hour period.

Watering :

Generally I water on an as needed basis. The 3-inch pots require watering about every third day.

The hanging baskets are soaked thoroughly about every 10 days except during the month of

March when I am away - then it's Catch as catch can, if at all, I guess ! ! I have lost 2 plants from

desiccation during this period over 3 years.

Fertilization :

I fertilize with each watering using 1/4 teaspoon of fertilizer to the gallon of water, alternating

among Miracle Grow 15-30-15, Shultz bloom booster 10-60-10, and Better-Gro Orchid Plus

22-15-14. About once a month I add 1/4 teaspoon Epsom salt per gallon. Every month the pots

are flushed with plain water for 2 or 3 waterings. I find this maintains a good balance.

Pest Control :

I have had minimal problems with pests. Peach aphids and mealy bugs being the only ones that I

am aware of. Both are controlled on an as needed basis with a dilute spray of Malathion (1/4

teaspoon to the quart of water). The aphids seem to appear in the fall after the plants are brought

in from the summer outside. I have not experienced any diseases, that I am aware of.

My plants all summer outdoors from the end of May until mid October under a pergola,

or in a gazebo or hanging from tall tree limbs. Summer temperatures vary from the low 70's to the

upper 80's or low 90's. They are watered more heavily than during the winter time.

Most of my plants bloom most profusely during the summer outside but many re-bloom

intermittently during the winter months.

It should be noted that my hoyas are grown side by side with collections of scented geraniums,

angel wing begonias, epiphyllums, rhipsalidopsis, schlumbergera, a few gesneriads and

bromelliads. All are treated similarly except for the bromeliads, and all seem happy together. My
E-mail address is: jeencineworldnet.att.net

New Philippine Hoya Species

lt3u ^baie -J^ioppenlfoppenour^

Hoya odetteae Kloppenburg sp. nov. Section Acanthostemma (Bl.) Kloppenburg. Typus #5604

(BISH); isotype (UC); (PNH). Discovered by Odette & David Gumming at Patin-ay 1 Bridge,

Mindanao, Philippines. This is Northwest Mindanao some 6 Kms. North of San Francisco & 14

Kms. South of Santa Maria; growing on a tree by the river bank beside the bridge. Type material

grown by Ted Green in cultivation. Green Plant Research, Kaaawa, Hawaii.

Epiphytic, gracilis, scandens, ramosa, ramis ramulisque filiformibus. flexiuosi, glabris, foliis

lanceolato-ellipticus. Umbellae axillares, pedicellis 0.06 cm. longo. glabris; corollae lobis

revolutis, intus pubescentibus; coronae segmentis erectis, floribus luteus. Pollinarium affinis

Elmerae #13372 ab Mt. Bulusan sed translatoribus magnibus; caudiclus parvus; retinaculum
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similaris Hoya incurvula Schlechter. Species a Acanthostemma speciebus aliis coronibus

distingueda.

Stem : weak, modest, scrambling to pendant vine; milky sap. Rooting at nodes.

Leaf Blade : lx 2-7 cm. Lanceolate. Matte midrib prominent, secondary veins obscure.

Petiole : .25-1 cm. long

Pedicel : persistent, slightly curved, round, glabrous, 4-6 cm long, 0.06 cm. diameter.

Umbel: hemispherical, nearly flat with 4-10 chartreuse flowers, on firm pedicels; fragrance sweet,

musk.

Calyx : triangular, membranous with very slight basal overlap, glabrous and shinny inside, outside

glabrous punctate, small triangular ligules present inside at base, apex rounded or tapered, edges

incised.

Corolla : yellow, fully revolute, outside glabrous, inside pubescent, slightly thickened round

collar, here shallow ca. 0.025 cm. deep; flaps long, broad in center, apex acute, small apical

triangular area glabrous: center - apex 0.45 cm.; sinus - apex 0.34cm.; sinus-sinus 0.23 cm;

center-sinus 0.33 cm.; widest 0.26 cm.

Hoya odetteae Kloppenburg
Photo by Ted Green
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Corona : lobes do not reach the sinus of corolla; very thick and chunky, small, raised in center,

narrow spatulate inner lobe, outer lobe excised, squared off to slightly cupped and tapered

downward, waxy, glabrous plump, yellow; bilobed with lobes flat to beveled inward along edge

of inflated coronal scale extending beyond outer apex curved inward and slightly upward: Apex-

apex 0.15 cm., center-apex 0.19 cm., top convex, anther wing apex-anther wing apex 0.1 1 cm.;

retinaculum plainly visible.

Pollinarium
: pollinia with a long pellucid germinal edge, both ends rounded 0.30 mm. long, ca.

0.12 mm wide; retinaculum 0.15 mm. long, shoulder 0.09 mm. wide, waist 0.06 + mm., hips 0.07

mm.; translators, granular bulbous, outer end rounded ca. 0.1 1 mm. long, greatest width 0.06 mm;
caudicle clear, bulb diameter 0.04 mm.

Hoya odetteae Kloppenburg
Photo by Ted Green
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Q&A

I would like to express my deep appreciation to Ted Green for all his work in making Type sheets

for numerous hoya species and for photographs for these articles Dale Kloppenburg.

Notes from Ted Green : I have two plants of H. odetteae - both in 4" plastic pots that are held on

a 30° angle by a clip that hangs on a horizontal 1" pipe. Many ofmy plants are kept this way for it

saves space. I keep them in bright light and as a result the leaves are light colored, thick and the

plant flowers almost continually. One drawback is the ends of some of the stems have a tendency

to die back.

Hoya odetteae is a well branching vine, as such it produces a full plant with many peduncles. The
peduncle is persistent (don't remove them or you will have to wait until new ones are produced to

get flowers) and they arise from between the petioles. I just counted them and each of my two

plants have about 15 peduncles, with about 1/3 in flower.

As with all of my hoyas that are by the orchids (as with these H. odettieae's), they get fertilizer

with each watering, but with a very dilute solution of whatever water soluble fertilizer I have

available. The rest of the hoyas usually get a couple of tablespoons of pulverized chicken manure

about every 3 months. You must remember that my plants are out in the open, but even then I

have complaints about the small cuttings.

The species is interesting and a worthwhile addition to any collection - especially one that is

strapped for space.

Cuttings of this new species can be obtained from Ted Green, Green Plant Research, P. O. Box

597, Kaaawa Hawaii 96730; or from Iris Liddle, Liddle's Nursery, P. O. Box 794 Mareeba 4880

Queensland, Australia (IML 1316).

Questions and Answers About Hoyas

Since I have received no questions nor answers in the past recently, I decided

to present some interesting correspondence I had received previously from the late

Geoff Dennis in the Solomon Islands. I had asked Geoff for permission to present this

material and he kindly said I could publish any I found useful. I hope you will find

these excerpts interesting and informative:

"H. affinis (?) is a very robust and common plant, climbing and

reaching heights of 30 feet or more in trees along the bright-lit forest verge,

especially around Honiara on the elevated calcareous/limestone ridges, in

humus and deep leaf litter. Flowers can reach a spectacular 55 mm diameter in umbels of

up to 16 (especially in the sandy soils and heavy rainfall of my former home garden at

Santa Ana, where I have introduced it) last up to a week, and are a rich maroon red,

completely glabrous and plastic-like. H. guppyi) (?) has a similar growth habit but occurs

more frequently in heavy letter overtopping heavy red lateritic type soils. Flowers are

about 30 mm diameter in somewhat smaller umbels than H. ajfinis, and a greenish-pink

with paler edging, but can be variable in color from one locality to another. H.

inconspicua, which I also call H. dodecatheiflora, named respectively by Hemsley (in the
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19th century) and by Fosberg in the 1940's, is what Ted Green has been calling H.

littoralis. It is an odd plant, epiphytically forming dense mats on the boles and branches

of trees, from seaside to 2,000 feet elevation, in complete shade or sun, and single plant

may bear four or more completely different kinds of leaves, varying from 25 mm length

and rather orbicular to 100 mm length of rather linear outline, and they may be green

(usually the longer leaves and intermediate kinds) to red-blotched, spotted, or entirely

red, regardless of the amount of sun. Similarly, umbels vary in regard to numbers of

flowers - some with only 3 or 4 (especially in lower shaded places) to as many as 25 plus

on the higher parts of the plant, which can develop long filiform stems almost leafless

right out to the tips of the host trees branchlets and twigs. Other odd taxonomic characters

agree with details given by both botanists/authors of the sp. especially the small

oddshaped flowers. In my next package I'll send you cuttings of H. cominsii and any

others that I have on hand (native spp.). These are all lowland plants - if and when I can

make a trip inland above the 3,000 foot mark, there are others, some lilac/purple*

flowered, perfumed, that may suit your climate more than the above.

Ref Dischidias: D. milnei forms mats on trees, even coconut palms, in sun or

shade, and varies in color according to light. D. cominsii prefers cooler, shaded valley

conditions, and can hang in festoons like tillandsias (Spanish moss) in ideal conditions.

Both these plants have tiny white flowers. But the other two unnamed spp. selected from

1 ,600 foot Mt. Austen (Mambulu) inland from Honiara, in sun-exposed forest verge have

decorative red flowers**, and the larger leaved sp. colors in strong exposure.

Incidentally, regarding our lowland hoyas, I can establish plants from 6 feet long

nonrooted cuttings quite easily here, but have lost some small cuttings of overseas spp.,

including H. polyneura and H. diversifolia, and wonder whether they originate from

tropical, cool montane habitats, rather than warmer lowlands. Hoyas: I am unable to grow

some of our higher mountain hoyas, let alone flower them, and the same applies to

orchids. For this reason, I can't cultivate such dendrobiums as D. nobile, D. chrysantum,

and similar plants originating from India and neighboring areas.

I agree with you about the symbiotic relationship of plants with fimgi, lichens, and

other organisms. Apart from orchids and conifers, I know for a fact that many palms

require various kinds of mychorizal infection to germinate and thrive as seedlings. Ferns,

too, more commonly proliferate on lichen-covered rocks, caulky-barked trees, etc., like

orchids, that is, the epiphytic and lithophytic kinds in both families. One just doesn't find

such plants on some tree species; here, sporelings of my Platycerium wilhelmina-reginae

(of PEG) appear by the hundreds on such unlikely places as the bases ofmy often lichen-

covered hibiscus and cycad trunks, as do other epiphytic ferns - and D. lineale seedlings

appear in spores along the roots of parent and other orchid plants growing on hibiscus

and calliandra bulbs. Incidentally."

* I believe this is the species named for him by Forster & Liddle, namely Hoya denisii.

See Fratema 4^*^ Quarterl993, page 4-8 and picture on page 14.

* * This Dischidia appears to me to be the same as the Philippine species Dischidiopsis

parasitica (Blanco) Merrill.

Finally send any questions and or questions and answers for the above column. If you would like

to hear more of GeofFs comments in the future also let me hear from you. Possibly some of you
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would like to contribute an article as Dr. Sencindiver did for this issue. Surely many of you have

some interesting things to contribute, so let me hear from you.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
The official I.H.A. slide program is available to all I.H.A. members.

140+ beautiful slides of hoyas (flowers and foliage shots)! If you would like to show these 35 mm slides to

your local garden or succulent club (or to get a few members together to see the lovely presentation), please

write to the person listed below on how to obtain the slide show. No fee required other than shipping and

insurance charges and a reasonable deposit to cover possible loss. Write to;

Jerry Williams, Slide Librarian, 1444 E. Taylor St., Vista, Ca. 92084-3308

HELP SPONSOR A PHOTO CAMPAIGN

How do you like the photos that are put into each issue ofFRATERNA these days! Would you like to see

more? We certainly would ifwe could afford it, but let’s face it—one of the most expensive things about

putting out an issue ofFRATERNA is having all those pictures made and pasted into each issue. To offset

those costs and allow more pictures to be added, we are actively asking our members to help sponsor a

photo. This was very popular a couple of years ago, but in the last 1 8-24 months, we’ve seen a lack of

interest—probably because we didn’t promote it enough. Let’s rectify this! Send in your non-profit

donation of $25.00-$50.00-$100.00 today! Through your generous support, everyone will benefit! Thank

you.
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BIRD TRACKS

From: Robin Director

Harriette Schapiro
5217 Cassandra Lane
San Diego, CA 92109

(619) 273-4267

Attention all IHA members! Did you take time to get involved in your

association? Did you join a robin and meet nice people, exchange ideas,

learn new things about Hoyas, exchange cuttings, increase your collection

and have fun doing it ? If not be brave and do so now I Give a membership
of IHA to a friend, a plant enthusiast, or a family member . Christmas can last all year long “Get

with it” Do it! Do it! Do it! Now you can also Join an E-mail Robin, contact Harriette.

E-mail Robin Sept. 97. (CA). My potting soil

is "Cornell mix" 60% peat moss, 40% #2 perlite.

I grow our 350 plus hoya plants in a 30'x60'

shade house with filon fiberglass covering, then

with 73% shade cloth over the fiberglass. Light

conditions are sufficient for good growth and we
produce a fair amount of flowers each year. My
watering schedule for plants is on a weekly

basis. We have a drip system set up which is

turned on manually for 30 to 40 minutes each

week. During the summer months we sometimes

water twice a week depending on the

temperature and humidity. Occasionally peat

mixes dry out too fast for the drip system to

rewet the mix. In this case we do a very

extensive hand watering job with several

waterings to the same plant. During the winter

months our hoya house is wrapped in plastic, and

the house is heated to 50 ° with kerosene heaters.

Watering is reduced to about every 10 days,

depending on the daytime temperatures.

Sometimes in S. California the heat in the hoya

house can build up to 90+ degrees F.

E-mail Robin Sept. 97. (OR). During the

summer I water my big plants (8-14 inch pots)

about once a week and the small pots (3-5 inch)

about every 4 days. That depends of course on

how fast they dry out. During the winter, we
have many rainy or overcast days with hardly

any light so it is not unusual for me to go for a

whole month without watering all but the

smallest of pots. It is pretty hard to overwater in

the summer around here as the temperature in

my greenhouse is always pretty high and I have a

lot of fans going which tends to dry out the pots

faster. I have used many different kinds of

potting medium in the past 30 years but the one I

keep coming back to is the old standard 3-2-1

mix or I believe it is called Cornell University

mix. This is 3 parts Canadian Sphagnum peat

moss... 2 parts of coarse Perlite and 1 part of

coarse Vermiculite. In my area we have slightly

acidic water, so I add some Dolomite Lime to

neutralize the peat moss.

Robin #1. March 97. (CA). If I were to rate

hardiness of specific hoyas I would include Hoya
pubicalyx merrill (all varieties), Hoya carnosa R.

Brown (all varieties), and Hoya kerrii Kerr to

name a few. I have noticed H. ciliata Elmer

made it fine in the dry section. Hoyas seem to

like a high humidity during the cool winters but

not much root watering. Slow release fertilizer

doesn't release very fast so I prefer to use it

during the cooler periods, with blooms becoming

a very dark color.

Robin #1, March 97. (CA). I believe, like many
others, that hoya pollination is a myth as they set

seed pods asexually. Botanists have recently

accepted the concept that more than two

kingdoms exist and have included fungi, ancient

bacteria, and modem bacteria. Virus would be

included if it could reproduce by itself The point

is that ancient bacteria can do it by sexual

means. It is going to be interesting to observe

more of this in the future.

E-Mail Sept. 97. (CA). When I was watering

this afternoon, I noticed that my Hoya linearis

was just covered with blooms. I do hope that

they keep flowering for awhile, as it is truly

impressive in full bloom. Hoya nicholsoniae has

been in and out of bloom several times this

summer.
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The President’s Message

Lu 'Ltiate ^J^toppenL,ippenbur^

As March rolls around (spring is in the air in Fresno) I am reminded of the recent study

and collecting trips to South East Asia and all the wonderful people, plants and animals we
encountered. The 1994 trip to Bali and Central Sulawesi undertaken by Ted Green and myself

along with a number of Dutch Botanists yielded much new material. The most prevalent species

appeared to be Hoya incurvula. It was everywhere even on small shrubs in open dry grassy fields.

The flowers were surprisingly diverse in color. We brought back many unidentified species along

with material resembling Hoya nicholsoniae and Hoya australis.

On the study trip to Southern Luzon in 1995 we obtained two new clones of Hoya
panchoi in the Bulusan area. Another interesting surprise was to find one growing over a log on

the trail. On the perfect coned Volcano, Mt. Mayon, was the beautiful clear violet flowered

Dischidifl livida. On the long southwestern Island of Palawan in the Philippines we found several

clones of Hoya imperialis on both coasts near sea level. The foliage of this species looks so much
like the trees in which it grows that it is extremely hard to spot. Hoya imbricata in several forms

and many leaf colors was prevalent for the most part only on mango trees. The amount of new
material we found along newly constructed roads always reminds me of how much vast area lies

for the most part inaccessible and how many new species abide there.

This last year a group of us botanized the Suragao Area on the Northeastern Coast of

Mindanao, Philippines; down both coasts and the central portion, again finding much of interest.

On Mt. Apo west of Davao on the same island we went to the area where Hoya greenii was

discovered seeing here many more clones along with a new species of yellowish flowering Hoya
of the acanthostemma section. The group continued on the Sabah Malaya. On Mount Kinabalu

there were many beautiful Rhododendron species and gorgeous species of Aeschynanthus. Here

we found a new white flowered hoya species.

There is so much interesting hoya material in Sabah that it is difficult to enumerate it all

in a short page. Many large hoya plants were in full bloom along with many bearing seed pods.

Among the highlights were numerous clones of Hoya imperialis, native in places one would not

expect to find a hoya. Among the numerous clones of Hoya verticillata at the Tenom Orchid

Center and growing on large beach trees at the city of Kota Kinabalu was a beautiful clear deep

pink flowered form; what a wonderful addition! Finally one of the very unusual discoveries was

Hoya waymaniae creeping along the forest floor in the deep damp leaf litter nearly hidden from

sight. In this strip forest composed of small trunked trees was the rare Absolmsia spartioides

growing into the small diameter tree trunks.

Last but not least David Bicknell and his wife collected and sent me a cutting and flowers

of Hoya gigantangensis. They found this at low elevation on beach rocks and cliffs at Matulenao,

Bidian Cebu, Philippine Islands.

Dale Kloppenburg, President I.H.A.

6427 N. Fruit Ave.

Fresno CA 93711

Phone and Fax: (209) 439-8249
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Taking Good Close-ups

By Michael LaForest

The following article is reprinted from The Amateur’s Digest by permission of the author.

Photo by the author

Perhaps every Amateur’s Digest reader has said to themselves at one time or another, "I wish I

had a picture of that!". Or, perhaps you have just admired the photographs found in some of the

excellent books available on succulents that make it easier to identify your plants. Whatever your

motive, whatever the size of your pocketbook, and whatever kind of camera you may have, you

can increase the quality of the photos you take with very little effort and expense and embark on

yet another aspect of enjoying cacti and succulents.

Choose your weapon!

The two most popular types of cameras used by people today are the single lens reflex (SLR)

and the little pocket 'point and shoot' cameras with a fixed lens and pop-up flash unit that have

become so popular in the last decade or two. Both use 35mm film. Many of the pocket cameras

(and even the older cameras that use 1 10 film) use a plastic lens. Plastic is light in weight but it

just cannot measure up to the quality and durability of a fine, ground glass lens offered by the

SLR's. Further, the pocket cameras offer no way to attach anything to the lens to beef-up its

ability to really get in close. Some of these cameras have a telephoto mode which is helpful, but

beyond that, they must be considered second choice for the person who is interested in taking

close-up pictures of tiny succulents.

The SLR cameras, on the other hand, particularly those models with a removable lens, offer a

wide range of options to photographers. These are the weapons of choice. As your abilities

increase with your SLR you will be able to add (and you will want to add!) new lenses and

gadgets to your camera system. Check your local photo store (not a chain department store) for

SLR's. Also consider purchasing a used camera (I have two) if cost is a major consideration.

Excellent used models can be purchased for the same amount as a less versatile pocket camera.

There is a third type of camera that can be used to take close-up photos. These are the twin

lens reflex cameras. These have two lens—one for viewing the subject and another for taking the

picture. Popular name brands are Rollei, Rollicord, Yashica and Mamiya. These are large format

cameras (they use 120 roll film) producing a 2.25" square negative or transparency excellent for

enlargements. They are high quality cameras that produce excellent images but they do not have

the system versatility of the SLR's and film can get expensive.

What about my image?

The variety of films offered today is truly amazing. Merchants in the photography business

tell me that avid photographers use whatever film is newest (with the latest technology). I like

Fuji film, but Agfa and Kodak's new 'gold' films are also excellent. Experiment a little until you

find a brand that gives the color you like. You might have to go to a photography store to

find a film made by someone other than Kodak.
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Black and white prints

Black and white film isn't used much any more as its cost is comparable to color. However, if

you know you are going to take pictures for a publication that only prints them in black and

white, you will get a better range of gray tones if your original is black and white. Most of the

originals received by the Amateur’s Digest are color prints because that is what people generally

use. But when half-tones are made of color prints, they become more 'contrasty' and the shadows

tend to fill up with black. Ilford and Kodak both make excellent black and white films. The faster

speed films (ASA 200 or more) are not as 'contrasty' as the slower films but the slower films

produce clear, very sharp, grainless pictures.

Color prints

The Kodacolor films are perhaps the best known of the color print films. For a pleasant

surprise, try the new Kodacolor 'gold' film. I like the Fujicolor film (ASA 200) and also the

German Agfacolor films (that produce an extra wide spectrum of reds, which is good if you have

a lot of red-colored flowers).

Color slides

The 'older than dirt' standby for color slide film is the Kodachrome 25 film. It produces high

quality images that do not deteriorate over time (i.e. it has good archival characteristics) but it

requires very slow shutter speeds and/or low f-stops for proper exposure and thus offers very little

flexibility in setting up your pictures. There are, in my opinion, better films available today. Try

one of the Fuji brands: there is Fuji 'Velvia' (ASA 50) for extremely fine gain and very saturated

colors, Fuji 'Provia' (ASA 100), Fuji 'Astia' (ASA 100, available last April, 1997), and a series of

fine amateur films called 'Sensia' (available in ASA 100,200 and 400). 1 also like Kodak's

'Lumiere' films which come in both 'warm' and 'cold' tones. You may have to visit your local

photo store to find these films.

Fast or slow?

All films are rated with an 'ASA' and a 'Din' number. They both rate the 'speed' of the film.

The lower the number, the slower the film. Slow films require more light to expose them but the

colors tend to be more intense and they show less grain and therefore can stand more enlargement

without a noticeable loss of quality. Slow films also tend to be more 'contrasty' than the faster

films. Because slow films need more light to expose them, they require slower shutter speeds

and/or lower f stop numbers. You might need a camera support at slower shutter speeds and the

low Fstops (such as f5.6, or less) produce a shallow depth of field which means some of your

picture is likely to be out of focus. I have found that an ASA of 100 is a good film speed for slide

films and ASA 200 is used for color print films. For black and white film, Kodak's T-Max with

an ASA 100 will provide you with excellent results, as will T-Max (ASA 400) if you need

maximum depth of field and faster shutter speeds.

Developing

You can correctly expose a piece of color film but if it is not processed by a competent

developer, you will not like the result. Too often, films processed by the department store chains

are disappointing. If the color is off, or the prints all look hazy, then you should complain.

Reputable stores will do them over for free or give you credit for washed out or dark prints. On
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the other hand, I have never been disappointed by taking my films to a photo store. Incidentally,

Kodak does not process their own slide films any more; some believe there has been a

corresponding loss of quality.

I've been framed! Or: What you see is what you get!

Pictures can be taken in a vertical format as well as a horizontal format. Given that many
plants grow 'up' instead of 'out', don't forget you can turn your camera 90 degrees in your hand to

get more of the plant in your picture. Vertical pictures usually fit better in magazines and

newsletters with a two column format.

If you will take a moment to look at some of your succulent books, you might notice that the

pictures you like the most have neutral backgrounds and the plant is isolated (not including

habitat photos). Try to isolate your plant before you photograph it. Don't be lazy. If it's in a pot,

pick it up and move it to a table where it can be photographed to its best advantage.

You don't want pictures with blobs of out of focus sky and great green chunks of blurry

leaves, and several spines where there should be only one. What you should aim for is a neutral

background similar to those you see in the best picture books that show no distracting shadows

and have that 'professional' look.

A member of my local club caught me in a fabric shop last spring, buying cloth for a

background I made for myself. A yard of cloth is sufficient. Look for a cloth with the le^t 'sheen'.

Black velvet, used in the above photo works well as an example. Pastel colors can also be used as

backgrounds. Some photographers use a black, matte, poster board but I have no experience with

paper backgrounds.

You can tape your background to a large board which will be the background for your plant. Use

a large enough board to allow you to take pictures of good size plants. My background measures

36 inches square and has legs to make it free standing. If you use a table (I use a picnic table),

position the backgound so the sun does not shine directly on it. The black cloth should be in the

sun's shadow. If you use pastel colors for a backgound, be careful to arrange your backgound so

your plant does not cast a shadow. Be sure your chosen color does not dash or compete with your

subject. Then place your plant in front of the cloth in the direct sunlight. With this method, if you

can hold a camera still, and if you can focus the lens, you can take neat pictures!

Besides proper backgounds, there are a number of ways that you can improve your pictures:

> Be careful to arrange your background (either black or pastel color) so your plant does not cast

a shadow.

> Be sure your chosen backgound color does not clash or compete with your subject.

> Ordinary looking soil in a pot can be covered up with a bit of sand, marble chips or brick chips

to help present your plant better.

> Experiment with different viewing angles to show off your specimens to best advantage.

Photography is an art form. Light and angle of viewing mean everything in making an

aesthetically pleasing picture.

> Consider pruning spent flowers or dead or dying leaves and branches.

> Eliminate labels, weeds, insects and other distractions except for a friendly ladybug or

honeybee visiting a flower which can add a measure of scale and interest.
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> Healthy specimens make the best subjects.

The Sun—You just gotta love it!

To light your subject, you can use sunlight or a flash. By far the sun is the best

and cheapest for taking pictures of plants. There are ring lights (flash attachments that go around

the camera lens) but these are expensive, bulky, require a tripod and take some getting used to.

The battery-powered flash attachments most people own are not suited for close-up work. If you

get closer than 3-5 feet, depending on the brand of flash, they don't work correctly. Front lighting

with a flash renders a 3-dimensional object flat and featureless.

Quite simply, if the sun doesn't shine or if it is too windy, don't take pictures. Also, if the sky

is cloudy, your pictures will look flat. They will have no contrast, no dimension, no depth, no life.

Be patient and wait for a sunny day with little or no wind to take great outdoor pictures. Some
may prefer the flat lighting of a cloudy day where there are no shadows and everything is evenly

lit. It is a matter of personal choice.

Bigger is better - usually

Most of us appreciate pictures where the images are large and everything is in focus. This

means you have to get close to your subject and the closer you get the harder it is to keep

everything in focus. Keeping everything in focus calls for maximum depth of field. Without

going into technical aspects, to maximize the depth of field you must use the larger f-stop

numbers on your lens. Try to use at least f8. Figures 1 and 2 (on the next page) depict the depth of

field scale found on my 50mm camera lens. Notice there are two sets of identical f-stop numbers

and one set of distance numbers given in feet (ft) and equivalent meters (m).

In Fig. 1 with the lens focused at 4 ft. (1 .2 meters) from the subject, at 6ft.,

everjThing will be in focus between 3.3 to 5.1 feet, or 1 and 1.5 meters, (approx.) This

represents a depth of field of about 2 ft .6 inches (55 .5cm).

In Fig. 2, the same lens is focused at 2.5 feet from the subject. At f6, everything will

be in focus between 2.25 feet and 2.8 feet, or 0.7 and 0.9m. This represents a depth of

field of only 6 inches (14cm).

The closer you are to your subject, the less the depth of field you have. Higher Fstops

have one drawback. They require slower shutter speeds and may cause you to have to use

a tripod. You may be able to 21 avoid tripod by buying a faster speed (higher ASA
number) film.

Can you begin to see how film speed, shutter speed and f-stops are all directly related

to one another?
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Understanding depth of field

Figure 1
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Figure 2
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It is always a good idea to bracket your pictures. This means to simply take several pictures at

2/3 to one whole f-stop more and less. If you go to the trouble to set up a picture, you don't want

to be disappointed. If you are new at this, it is interesting to make notes on what f-stops and

shutter speeds you use, and compare them with your pictures. You can ensure the best (most)

depth of field by focusing slightly beyond that part of your subject nearest to the camera. Before

long you will be twisting those lens rings and dials around like you know what you are doing!

With 'point and shoot' cameras, all of these camera settings are done for you except that you

won't be able to get any closer than 4-6 feet from your subject. Sorry, no Euphorbia flower

pictures for you, period. And your huge 4" cactus flowers will be lost in the picture with

absolutely no detail. You will be saying to your friends, "I wish you could see this up close, but
."

One last suggestion before we move on. Do yourself and your friends a favor and throw away

ANY picture that is not close to perfection. It's hard when they cost so much but learn to be

critical of yourself Nobody wants to look at dark, washed-out, or out-of-focus pictures where

there is no detail.

Adaptation is cheaper!
If you already own a 35mm SLR camera, you may be surprised how little money is needed to

adapt your camera to take better close-up pictures. Adaptation is much cheaper than buying a new
camera or lens.
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The following are some ways to allow you to take closer pictures of your subject:

> A set of close-up lenses—a set of three lenses that screw on to your normal lens. The three

lenses are rated 1,2 and 3 diopters, respectively, and can be used in any combination. If all three

are used at the same time (equivalent of 6 diopters), you can move in to about 13 inches from

your subject. At this range, be sure you use the highest f-stop numbers for maximum depth of

field.

> Extension tubes-—a tube, or set of tubes that fit between your lens and your camera that will

allow you to move in much closer to your subject. Some tubes allow you to retain your camera's

automatic features.

> Lens reversal ring adapter—allows you to insert your lens into your camera backwards. Allows

for much greater close-up ability but you lose the camera's automatic (battery powered) features.

> Zoom close-up lens attachment—a supplementary lens with zoom capability that screws on to

your normal lens allowing greater close-up flexibility.

> Bellows—a device that separates your lens from the camera on a moveable rack. Using a

bellows is the most flexible means of taking close-ups, but it is also the most cumbersome,

requiring a tripod. Bellows are also expensive. Unless you need to make a tiny seed look as big as

a baseball, consider purchasing a focusing macro lens instead.

> Focusing macro lens—a lens similar to your normal lens but which allows extreme close-ups.

Many people use a macro lens as their normal lens. A 50-55mm macro lens is light weight, does

not necessarily require a tripod, allows precise framing and gives up to .5x magnification. They

are, however, costly. Sometimes photo stores have used macro lenses for sale.

Like anything worthwhile, taking good pictures requires a little more effort. But it's worth it

when your friends study and stare at your pictures instead of flipping through them like they were

dealing cards. On a good close-up picture you will see things you have never seen before. It's like

looking at your plant with a magnifying glass. Armed with some new ideas, see what you can do

with your best plants.

Grafting Hoyas

K2)JeJ(L,ppe.

Yes— grafting one hoya species or clone to another species or clone is easy and in some

cases very advantageous. I have done it with numerous plants over the years, most often with a

weak growing species grafted to a larger more vigorous species.

Historically there are numerous references to grafting hoyas: In the Cottage Gardener

(1856) 202 under Culture of Hoya bella, we find "as for grafting, I think if I were going to graft

Hoya bella, I should get a large shoot of Hoya imperialis and root it. Then I would graft H. bella

upon that about 3" from the soil; for I think this is the likeliest way to make a good plant for

grafting. "Again in The Cottage Gardener (1857) 399: ""Last August you gave the treatment

of H. bella by grafting. I was at Mr. Backhouse’s Nursery at York in July, where they had many
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small plants of this hoya. I said I wished there was a plan by which we could grow it a few years

without damping, when Mr. MacMuran made answer, “I saw one last week near Leeds that will

grow as many years as you like. It was grafted on one of the stronger hoyas”. I found that plant in

the neighborhood, where I frequently go. It had one stick for a center shoot, and the other shoots

hung down to the pot the way I think it should be."".

In Die Sukkulenten (1882) 239, translation by Theodor Rumpler: "Imported from India

by Lobb and flowered first in 1 848 with Veitch and Sons in Exeter (England), H. bella budded on

H. carnosa develops a strong growth and flowers more profusely than when grown on sticks.

Seedlings easily die of root rot if not treated very carefully during spraying.

Well I could continue but I'm sure you see why other than the fun of doing something

different and experimenting, the primary reason one might graft is to be able to keep alive a weak
plant or species prone to dying back or dying all together because of weak root systems or

susceptibility to root rot, etc. As the old articles suggest, select a strong growing plant to use as

the "rootstock". I have used Hoya diversifolia, Hoya obovata, but others like Hoya kerrii, Hoya

meliflua, Hoya pubicalyx, or Hoya carnosa could just as well be used. If you select rootstock

from these species in your collection that grow well for you, there should be no problem. The

plant or rooted cutting that is the base upon which you graft another hoya is the "rootstock", the

portion with the roots. The cutting you choose to use to graft to this rootstock is termed the

"Scion".

Now some suggestions on how to do this. To begin with, use any two plants as a means

of perfecting the technique. Eventually in order to control the growth of the rootstock you will

want to begin with only a short rooted cutting so that the rootstock does not outgrow the scion

and overpower it. Cut the rootstock stem off slightly above a node (the place where the two

leaves are attached to the stem). Remove the two leaves at this node and make a vertical slit with

a razor blade or other thin sharp instrument, so as not to open the incision too wide. Make the cut

about 1/2" to 1" deep. If the stem was cut off slightly above the node then the cut will extend 1/4"

- 1/2" below the node. The particular reason for selecting a nodal area is twofold. the growing

hormones are more concentrated here than in the intemodal areas. 2"‘* the increased diameter and

strength of this region allows a vertical cut and insertion of the scion without further splitting or

widening of the cut.

Now the scion. Start with some species you have plenty of, so if you fail you will not lose

a valuable piece of some weak growing species. Perfect the process first! The scion should be 2-4

or 5 inches long. Cut the scion off about 1/4" to 1/3 " below a node. Strip the leaves at the node

(pinch or cut them off). Again with a sharp thin cutting instrument make a papered slice on each

side of the stem and through the node so you end up with a wedge shaped end on your scion. Slip

this wedge into the vertical cut on your rootstock. If the vertical cut wants to remain tightly

closed, insert the edge of the razor blade and pry gently to open it slightly so the wedge shaped

cut end of the scion slips easily into the slit. Do not damage the thin edges of the inserted scion by

trying to force it into a closed cut. Once inserted the problem becomes protecting the graft from

drying out and from water and other foreign matter contaminating your surgery. I have bound the

area with the green stretch tape used in grafting fruit trees and for tying up plants. I have also

smeared a little petroleum jelly on the area. I believe, however, the
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white thin stretch tape used buy plumbers to wrap threads so they make a tight fitting

might be the ideal product to use. Make it airtight and keep out the water. Keep the

grafts in a shaded and warm place. I habe always made my grafts in the spring and

summer inside a greenhouse where the conditions are conducive to growth. Try it,

experiment and have fiin. In the end you should develop a system for growing the hard to

grow species and possibly preserve the frail thin leaved hoya species. Good luck !

Some years back I sent instmctions, as the above to Chanin Thomt in Bangkok Thailand.

About 6 months later Chanin mailed me the above photo saying " I grafted a nearly dead H.

multiflora (only one node) on a stock of Hoya camosa it grow very fast and have a peduncle in

very short time. I will try this with another species.
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HOYAS IN SWEDEN

A close-up look at Eva-Karin Wiberg

By Jerry Williams

There is a lady in Sweden like no other. Her interest in hoyas began years ago with a few
small plants which she grew to perfection. Eva-Karin Wiberg soon learned the knack of

growing beautiful hoya plants in her home.

Friends learned of her expertise in hoyas and began asking all sorts of questions about how she

grew plants in her house that usually live in trees in humid, jungle-type parts of the world. Eva-

Karin wanted to give out the correct information, so she started going through all of her past

issues of Fraterna, only to find out that “house bound hoya growing” had never really been fully

addressed. So she began writing her own culture care information and handing them out to

friends. People in her part of the world were impressed with her knowledge and zeal for hoyas.

Eva-Karin is known all over Europe as “that generous lady from Sweden who shares her plants

and her knowledge”. Soon, Eva-Karin realized that some form of recurring newsletter was

needed in her part of the world. So, with a firm grasp of desire and knowing that this project

would be long and enduring, not to mention plain old hard work, she began a quarterly newsletter

called “Hoyatelegrafen”.

Photo Sponsored by Francis Wilkes
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It is a computer-generated, 20-page fold over and stapled publication that usually has 3 or 4 color

photos scanned in, as well as a smattering of black and white photos. Most of the articles are

written by Eva-Karin, although a few people are helping her with beginner’s articles now.

A few years back, Eva-Karin knew that if she was going to be a spokesperson in Europe for

hoyas, she ought to go and see where they came from—-see for herself—how they grow, the

habitat, what makes them do what they do, etc. In 1995, she had an opportunity to take a 3-week

trip to the Philippines with Dale Kloppenburg, Ted Green, Jerry Williams, and Ed Gilding. This

was a plant trip which had a very profound effect on Eva-Karin. She was hesitant at first to go

(being the only female), as she was told that it would be a very rough trip. But she was
determined to do it. Well—three weeks later, when she came home, she knew that she had done

the right thing by going. She absolutely LOVED the trip (except for being sick—which will be

dealt with later)! With a memorandum book at hand, and backed up with a lot of photos, she

proceeded to write many articles for Hoyatelegrafen about her experiences.

Then in 1997, she had another opportunity to go on a plant hunting expedition. This time it was
to see hoyas in Borneo™with Ted and Dale, and Ed and Ed’s Mother. So she (and Torill

Nyhuus) from Norway went hoya hunting again! She had a wonderful time, and learned many
things about hoyas from that part of the world.

Eva-Karin is now qualified to speak about hoyas she has seen them in the wild, grown them in

cultivation, and flowered them—-from the most common, like Hoya carnosa, to one of the most

difficult, like Hoya campanulata, etc. For you to get a better picture of Eva-Karin, we asked her

a few questions so that she could answer in her own words. Here they are:

Can you tell us how long you have been growing hoyas? Eva-Karin: I have been growing hoyas

for about 10 years now. And I like them more and more each year.

What was your first hoya? Eva-Karin: My first exotic hoya was H. pubicalyx cv. ‘Jungle

Garden’. By the way, it was on a front cover of Fratema some issues ago.

How many hoyas do you now have? Eva-Karin: I think I have over 200 different hoya species

and subspecies and some hybrids included.

How many dischidias do you have? Eva-Karin: I think I have over 20 different dischidias. I

like to grow them as well. My favorite dischidias are; D. ovata, D. hirsuta, D. livida (I found

that one myself up on the Mayon volcano, in the Philippines) and D, lancifolia.

When did you first start your society, and how many members do you now have? Eva-Karin:

We started in April, 1994. And—as of today (23 July 1998) our membership totals 380

members-"-and that includes Sweden, Norway, Finland, and surrounding countries.

How often do you come out with your newsletter? Eva-Karin: We send out our magazines 4

times per year. We have at least 3 color photos in each issue (scanned in and printed out in

color)—sometimes 4. And I also put in some black and white photos inside the newsletter so it

won’t be only boring text to read.

What is your favorite hoya? Eva-Karin: My favorite hoya? Do I only have to give one? NO
WAY—I can’t. So here are my favorites: Hoya imperials—for its large and impressive flowers

(I have a H. imperialis from the island of Palawan that has dark purple flowers—^this is my
favorite imperialis). Hoya macgillivrayi for its large and beautiful flowers with a heavenly
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fragrance that reminds me of gardenias. Hoya caudata for its lovely flowers and beautiful

foliage. Hoya purpureofusca also for its lovely flowers and foliage. All different Hoya
pubicalyx varieties. Hoya mitrata

,
which has the most unusual fragrance of chewing gum . And

finally, Hoya kanyakumariana for its lovely, adorable foliage. I could go on like this so long that

you probably will have fallen asleep before I am finished! ! I I love all my hoyas! 1 !

!

What did you like about your two trips to the Philippines and Borneo? Eva-Karin: I like the

excitement in not knowing what you would find. Not knowing if your next step will be on a

spider or maybe a snake. Just joking! I really would like to find that “BLUE” hoya—^joking

again. The best thing about these trips are that I get to meet and be with my friends, like Dale

Kloppenburg, Ted Green, Jerry Williams, and the youngster from Hawaii, Edward Gilding. I

love you all! ! Torill Nyhuus who came with me from Sweden on our trip to Borneo has become

my best friend, and that I do like.

What did you NOT like about your two trips? Eva-Karin: The worst with the Philippine trip was

that I did get ill. I did get a bacteria in my stomaeh from a dead 10-year-old hen that was served

to us for dirmer. But the place where I did eat this hen was like being in heaven, I tell you! When
you go there, bring some food along. This place was called Mary’s Cottages in Sebang on the

island of Palawan. We stayed in small cottages down by the sea in a heavenly atmosphere. In the

evenings you could see those small fireflies humming around you, telling you that you were in

PARADISE ON EARTH! But one more time

—

BRING FOOD WITH YOU!!!!

What do you think could be done to improve the FRATERNA? Eva-Karin: I have heard from

other members, and they feel that you should write more about different hoya species in your

issues. There have been a lot of issues talking about the same species from the beginning to the

end. I did like the last issue of Fratema and the one before that, very much!! I liked the article

about W.fraterna versus H. coriacea. And the article about H. mitrata versus H. darwinii versus

H. greenii. I personally feel that I get a lot of good, important information from the Fratema to

use in our own newsletter. I do like the Fratema. Maybe that is the reason that I have been

growing hoyas for so many years! A person just beginning to collect hoyas—just starting out

—

may want to read and learn about different things—I don’t know.

Eva-Karin accompanied this interview letter with some photos for our Fratema (13 in fact!). She

hopes you like them. We are running four of them in this issue, and more later.

We will undoubtedly hear more from Eva-Karin in the Fratema as time goes on. Perhaps she will

visit another far away hoya land, and come back and tell us the many wondrous things she has

seen and done. We certainly hope so.

Thank you, Eva-Karin Wiberg. You are an asset to the International Hoya Association, and a

valuable spokesperson in our world of hoyas.

Note: All Photos in this article taken by Eva-Karin Wiberg

Jerry Williams

Vista, California
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Hoya campanulata Warburg
Photo sponsored by Lee J. Miller

Hoya imperialis Hooker
Photo sponsored by Lee J. Miller
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Questions and Answers About Hoyas< 1.

1 find that some years one

group of similar hoyas do

extremely well, and the next

year it is some other species.

a Your comments? B.J.,

Oxnard, CA. A: I'll have to say

I used to think this phenomena

was because of the plants’ age.

Recently I have come to believe other

factors are involved. Last year all my H.

macgillivrayi, H. megalaster and similar

species grew exceptionally well. They

became beautiful plants with lots of new
growth. This had not occurred for me
before. I have observed as you have that

certain seasons (years) seem to be more

favorable for some species than others.

2.

I have a seed pod on one of my hybrid

hoyas. Should I plant them and if I

do what can I expect? C. B. Corvallis,

MT. A: Yes, by all means plant them or

if you do not want them send them to

me. If you truly have a hybrid, then the

seedlings from a self fertilized flower

should give you segregation. Expect all

the intermediates in characters between

the two parent species. Wow-this is the

way we can get some truly different and

new hoyas. Selfed seed from hybrid

material is a valuable tool for

developing new and superior plants

(properly selected).

3.

How can I keep my labels so I can

read what is on them after a year or

so. I am now using permanent ink but

find some I can no longer make out.

F.W. San Diego, CA. A: The answer to

this question is not easy. The best labels

I have seen are printed and come on

plants from the Liddle's nursery in

Australia. I believe the answer for an

individual is to use a soft pencil and

maybe rough the surface of a plastic

label. Coating the penciled name with

clear fingernail polish or plastic spray

may also give added protection. Next

check the labels often and replace those

that are fading. Possibly keep a "plot

plan" of where each species is, good if

you don't move things too often and

forget to change the entries.

4.

1 read about so many potting mixes,

which is the best ? A. P. Valdosta,

GA. A: I will assume that each species

has an ideal mix. In general if the one

you are using makes the plants happy,

stick with it. It has been said over and

over- don't fool with success. Above all

have a mix that holds moisture but

drains readily. If you have the time and

lots of room, experiment with a few to

see if you can improve upon what you

are now doing. Go for it! Above all

keep the pot small and keep things

clean. Don’t use old pots until they are

thoroughly cleaned and sterilized. Same
goes for old potting mix. I'd say throw it

out and use new materials.
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BIRD TRACKS

From: Robin Director

Harriette Schapiro
5217 Cassandra Lane
San Diego, CA 92109

(619) 273-4267
E-mail: Schapiro@juno.com

Attention ail IHA members! Did you take time

to get involved in your association? Fall is already upon

us here in the Northern Hemisphere. Now is a good

time to settle in and join a robin and meet nice people, exchange ideas, learn new things about hoyas,

exchange cuttings, increase your collection and have fim doing it. If not, be brave and do so now ! Give a

membership of IHA to a friend, a plant enthusiast, or a family member. Christmas can last all year

long. “Get with it” Do it! Do it! Do it! Now you can also join an E-mail Robin. Contact Harriette.

Robin #3 D. How long have I had my hoyas.

Well I know I have had a couple of plants for 17-

20 years. I wrote to my Aunt in Michigan, and she

said she had had her plant for at least 40 years.

right now (March 25, 1998) but not any of the

new ones. I have one I found at a Fred Meyer
store that looks like a variegated small pubicalyx

but hasn't bloomed yet.

Robin #5 HS (So-CA) Hoya linearis in my hands

seems to like old recycled (poor) soil and a ver>'

well draining pot. Mine is in an old redwood,

hanging, orchid pot. It also seems to like cooler

than average temperatures. Keep it in one of the

cooler spots. Mine grew about a foot in the year

after I put it into a redwood pot with recycled

succulent mix. It is already developing flower

buds this spring.

Robin #3 C. FH (Finland). It is cold here, outside

20° Celsius. My hoyas love it inside. They started

growing soon after Christmas, and there was only

a period of a month when they were not in bloom.

Some are blooming all the time. Right now I have

buds on many of them: H. acuta 'Green', H.

pubicalyx cv. 'Haw'aiian Royal Purple', H. pallida,

H. tsangii, H. gracilis, H. erythrina, H. compacta,

H. carnosa 'Variegated' and H. archboldiana

'Pink Form'. I'm especially happy that my H.

macgillivrayi is having buds for the first time.

They are quite big now, 5 buds in the first

peduncle, 2 buds in a second, 3 smaller in a third,

5 small in a 4*, and 6 small in the last one. So if

they will all bloom, it will certainly be a place

where much film is burning!!

Robin #5. AG (ID). I was able to buy Hoya
linearis and H. 'keysii at a Succulent Society sale

near Seattle. The linearis has funny little needle

like leaves that look kind of droopy. I looked up

H.keysii in the Hoya Handbook and it’s a variety

of H. australis. Four or five hoyas are blooming

Robin #1 MS (OR). March 23, 1998.High and

low temperatures about the same, in the 50's. The
hoyas love it in the warm greenhouse. I have a H.

imperialis with buds. Hope they hang on and

bloom. They are in a west window, with a

baseboard heater near there, so think they are

getting a little additional heat. Also have H.

calycina, and H. 'New Guinea White' in that

window that are getting buds. Another soft, fuzzy

leafed one, not sure what it is, as the place I got it

from had a number 1830 on it.

Robin #1 AK (OR). March 1998. My hoya

seedlings have one true leaf now. Almost every

seed came up. There is still a pod on the Yi.fungii

plant. There has been 1-2-or 3 plants with blooms

right along. H. Sp. Bangkok 4 has 3 clusters

coming,H. carnosa
, silver pink and several others

too. I now have an addition to the list of hoyas not

to try outdoors (in winter). I had two starts of H.

wayetii. The one I had outside did not like the

very' cold winter.

Robin #30 BD (FL). My H. carnosa and H.

fuscomarginata flowered well this past month and

will again for Easter. I almost missed the flowers

on FI. verticillata because they come and go so

fast. H. obscura also bloomed, and the pubicalyx

are all open right now. Usually the smell tells you

when the flowers are open, but not this time. This

is the first winter I have had booms, possibly

because of the milder El Nino year.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS

The official I.H.A. slide program is available to all l.H.A. members.

140+ beautiful slides of hoyas (flowers and foliage shots)! If you would like to show these 35 mm slides to

your local garden or succulent club (or to get a few members together to see the lovely presentation), please

write to the person listed below on how to obtain the slide show. No fee required other than shipping and

insurance charges and a reasonable deposit to cover possible loss. Write to:

Jerry Williams, Slide Librarian, 1444 E. Taylor St., Vista, Ca. 92084-3308

HELP SPONSOR A PHOTO CAMPAIGN

How do you like the photos that are put into each issue of FRATERNA these days! Would you like to see

more? We certainly would if we could afford it, but let’s face it—one of the most expensive things about

putting out an issue of FRATERNA is having all those pictures made and pasted into each issue. To offset

those costs and allow more pictures to be added, we are actively asking our members to help sponsor a

photo. This was very popular a couple of years ago, but in the last 18-24 months, we’ve seen a lack of

interest —probably because we didn’t promote it enough. Let’s rectify this! Send in your non-profit

donation of $25.00-$50.00-$100.00 today! Through your generous support, everyone will benefit! Thank

you.

library
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The President’s Message

By Dale Kloppenburg

100% SURE

Agassiz, yes Alexander Agassiz bom in Neuchatel, Switzerland in 1835, was taken to

America in 1848. Among his endeavors was a survey of the California coast. In 1874 he became
curator and 1902 the director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusets.

This brings me to the stoiy of a speckled trout Salvelinm fontinalis, the fish caught by a U. S.

Senator, a really big one beyond the descriptive known weight limit for this species of fish. The
Senator was informed that the trout never attains that extraordinary weight. Agassiz, when he

determining that it was truly the species in question, replied "the science of a lifetime kicked to

death by a fact".

Even today science is still being kicked to death by facts. Well what does that have to do

with Hoyas ? Take our speculation on Hoya macgillivrayi being a tetraploid, a plant with double

the usual number of chromosomes, (because it had such a large bold flower). I can point out

many other flawed assumptions.

Sorting out what is correct from Herbarium Type sheets and/or from descriptions that are

often inadequate is sometimes very difficult. Even more difficult is to match existing hoya plants

to known descriptions. How many times have we seen dogmatic statements like "I'm 100% sure

this species is........" only later to find out it is something else. "Kicked to death by a fact". We
have many tools to help us but possibly they should not be relied upon exclusively to determine a

species true name. One tool is the plant's type location, where it was originally collected. The
trouble with this is there may be similar species growing in the same locality, most likely even on

the same tree. I have seen as many as five species of hoyas on one large primary forest tree along

with several dischidias, numerous species of ferns, etc. Another tool "the leaves look similar or

identical to those on the type sheet". Here again we do not have a sure thing. I have collected

cuttings with very thick small succulent heart shaped leaves only to have the new leaves, emerge

under cultivation, three times longer, much thinner and now ovate lanceolate with cuneate bases.

Not grown in subdued light either.

We are given more and more tools with which to work and aids to better understanding

and organization. With continued collecting in native habitats we are becoming more familiar

with variations within species. We can as time goes on, better understand the continuity and

discontinuity in species and their evolutionary development. We are provided with guides to the

family of the Genus Hoya in the form of subgenera, sections, subspecies and cultivars. There are

few absolutes, our conclusions can be "kicked to death at any time". This is not to imply that all

"kicking" is necessarily true nor is it necessarily correct. As for example, those species that lay at

the edges of the Genus Hoya may or may not belong within the circle. Mostly it is a matter of the

observer’s views. It breaks down as to where they systematically fit best. I am looking forward to

the time when the present knowledge ofDNA typing can be applied systematically to our hoyas,

by separating nuclear DNA from miticondrial DNA. This will give us one more valuable look in

making more correct determinations.

Dale Kloppenburg, President I.H.A.

6427 N. Fruit Ave.

Fresno CA 93711

Phone and Fax: (209) 439-8249
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THREE FILIPINOS: HOYA CUMINGIANA, HOYA DENSIFOLIA
and HOYA GOLAMCOIANA

By Ted Green, Green Plant Research, Kaaawa, Hawaii.

Whenever a bunch of us are collecting and a shout goes up “New species”, we know it is

a joke. We don’t expect a Hoya with 2”, blue polka dots flower - we expect Dale naming a “new
species”. So that is what I expected when Dale named Hoya golamcoiana.

In the Philippines there are 3 closely related species - H. cumingiana Decaisne H.

densifolia Turczaninow and H. golamcoiana Kloppenburg- or as a “lumper” would say, 3 forms

of H. cumingiana.

H. golamcoiana, H. cumingiana & H. densifolia
Photo by Ted Green; Sponsored by Rainbow Gardens

Hoya cumingiana Decaisne, the most common in the trade, is a rock-scrambling hoya

with firm to hard, closely set, ovate leaves. In my yard and growing in the sun, it is a loose shrub

- not a vine nor does it root along the stems. The leaves are a grayish-green color. It flowers

continuously with pendant clusters of yellow-green and red flowers - many times with 3 or 4

umbels on one stem. There is some natural pollinator for seed pods occasionally develop and the

seed is viable - though I have not seen any “volunteer” seedlings.

Interestingly, every botanist in the Philippines has collected and made a herbarium sheet of this

species for it is so unlike the average hoya.
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Hoya densifolia, Turcz. in contrast to H. cumingiana and growing under the same conditions, has

larger, thinner and pointed leaves, on a looser growing stem. The leaves are a light, bright green,

in contrast to the those of H. cumingiana. The flowers are nearly identical in looks and fragrance

to H. cumingiana. The general growth is that of a tree dweller, one would suspect that it lives

with less light. I seldom see a seed pod on mine which indicates either the lack of a specific

pollinator or my plants are sterile.

We were surprised to see this plant on the Mt. Mayon Volcano, near Legaspi, Philippines,

for it was named from material reportedly collected in Indonesia. Just goes to show you that

hoyas don’t respect national/political boundaries. Incidentally, Mt. Mayon is a beautiful near-

perfect volcanic cone.

Hoya golamcoiana Kloppenburg, although similar to both H. cumingiana and H.

densifolia in general growth, is a different animal. This plant, from the limestone areas of

Northern Palawan Island in the Philippines, was named by Dale for Jun Golamco, who owns the

Wildroot Nursery in Quezon City, the Philippines.

Incidentally, most of the limestone areas are hard to collect in and dangerous for the stone

erodes to sharp razor-like, top ridges. You can’t step on the top of each ridge and it is hard to

climb between them for there are voids and caves - usually with leaves hiding in them.

The general growth of H. golamcoiana is stockier, more compact and more up-right than

either H. cumingiana or H. densifolia and the leaves are closely placed like H. cumingiana but

much darker green and shiny. The peduncle can be up to twice the length of the other 2 and

weaker so that it produces a more open umbel of white flowers. The flower fragrance is sweeter

and more pleasing than the spicy-musky fragrance of the other 2.

I have to admit that sometime when Dale shouts “New Species” he is right.

Although Hoya golamcoiana is not the hoya with the large blue and polka-dotted flower,

it is outstanding and would make a good addition to any collection. Incidentally, the

large blue one is still out there, waiting to be found.

Scanned leaves left to right: H. cumingiana, H. densifolia; H. golamcoiana.
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Hoya densifolia Turczaninow

Photo by Eva-Karin Wiberg (from Mt. Mayon, Philippines).

Hoya cumingiana Decaisne seed Pods

Photo by Ted Green

Above photos sponsored by: Ben Franklin
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Hi Again, Hoya Lovers!
“I will tellyou the story ofhow we found Woy'A telosmoides”

By Eva-Karin Wiberg

‘'A hoya that wasn’t any hoya ?”

We went up to the mountain of Kinabalu, a sunny day in March 1997, and we were: Ted

Green, Dale Kloppenburg, Edward Gilding, Torill Nyhuus and myself.

After we had found our cabin, we took our backpacks and went out hunting. That day we
took a trail by the name of "Kiau Trail". The sun was shining over our heads and it was

wonderful. After some minutes walk. Dale saw a Aeschynanthus growing in a tree, and it had the

most wonderful flowers you could ever imagine. They were large and with mixed colors of

apricot/pinkrose/orange. I think the name of it is Aeschynanthus magnificus. I have been told that

this species is growing all over Mt. Kinabalu.

Further on in the jungle we found some unidentified species— one of them should have

large white flowers, Ted told us. He also told us that he had tried several times with that species

and failed. Torill and I have buds on our plants! I think the climate up on the mountain is

relatively the same as we have here in Sweden.

After we had walked awhile, wow! There comes a rain over us that you couldn’t imagine.

We had all forgotten our raincoats, at least that was what we thought. When we finally came

down to the cabin, we all looked like drowned cats in silly clothes. In the cabin I realized that I

had my raincoat with me. It was in the backpack, under all the things we had found!

Next day we went hunting on a trail called "Silau Silau Trail". On the walk to the trail, Ed

saw a hoya growing in a tree. But it was near the road and we didn’t dare to take a cutting there,

because there were people and cars on the road. So we went further on down the trail.

We walked and walked and walked At least it felt that way. It was a “Deadringers”

trail. It was a tough match. We did find that white flowered hoya on that trail too and some other

goodies, unknown for me at this date.

We met a group of Swedish people on that trail, and it was nice to speak my own
language for a while, I maybe would had forgotten how, if Torill had not been with me, and if I

had not met those Swedes.

When we had finished this trail everybody was so exhausted, we could have laid down on

the jungle-floor and fallen asleep immediately. But we went on to the restaurant and ate a nice

dinner instead.

After we had finished our dinner we went up to the cabin. Torill said: “I’ll go and get that

hoya that we saw in that tree, near the road”. So she went. It had started to rain again, as it always

did after 3 o’clock in the afternoon up there. Ted told her “not to bother”, because he thought it

wasn’t any new species. But she didn’t listen, and I am thankful for that. She came back with

several meters of that hoya that wasn’t any hoya. We divided it into four pieces!

OK— that is how we found the Hoya telosmoides, the hoya that wasn’t any hoya. I am
not sure yet if it is a hoya or not, but it sure looks like it. This hoya has the most lovely fragrance

of them all. The flowers last over 3 weeks. You can’t see the corona. But I did split one flower

wide open, and under the bell-like corolla it has a real corona. Next time when it blooms I will

send some flowers so Dale or somebody else who could look in a microscope and determine that

it is a HOYA!

Eva-Karin Wiberg— a Hoya-nut from Sweden
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This is how I grow and flower Hoya telosmoides:

• I have it in a 4.5 inch plastic pot (I usually grow all my hoyas in clay pots) with pure soil

mixed with some perlite and vermiculite.

• I water it approx. 2 times per week.

• I fertilize 3-4 times per year, and only during the summertime!

• It is placed on the side in a western window, hanging in a basket.

• It seems rather easy and puts out new peduncles in almost every node.

• The foliage is dark green, 4 inches long and 1.5 inches wide, looks and feels very leathery,

with some silver spots.

• Flowers are greenish white, bell-like, 0.5 inch from edge to edge (see photo).

• It has a very strong perfume scent, very nice and lovely fragrance. Blooms last for over 3

weeks!!!!

It bloomed for me when I only had it for approx, a year,

and that is fast I tell you!

Hoya telosmoides Omier
Photo by Eva-Karin Wiberg

The following page shows the characteristics of this strange flower. Taken from microscope

pictures of the flower parts from dried specimens.
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Anthers (long) ca. 2.2 mm Anther pockets at top of

inner coronal lobe apex. (Pollinia in anther pockets above the

inner coronal lobe).

Irmer coronal lobe ca. 0.9 mm wide on side.
'

Outer coronal lobe.

— Column below lobes. Fringed at top with stiff hairs

ca. 1 mm tall.

Base of coronal lobe. Lobes ca. 3.2 mm tall.

Corona (crown) of dried flower.

Pellucid germinal edge.

Pollinia ca. Imm tall x 0.5 mm at widest,

Retinaculum ca. 0.9 mm tall.

Pollinarium of H. telosmoides Omlar

5 corolla lobes, thick succulent at lease 6 mm long,

spreading outward in full bloom, star like.

Heavy tufted hairs at sinus base, some ca. 0.75 mm
long.

Coronal column. Unusual for a hoya species. Thick

fleshy, succulent, ca. 4 cm in diameter.

Bulbous coronal base ca. 6 mm in diameter; 5 mm
tall.

A composite of 4 photomicrographs right apical lobes not shown.

Corolla of H. telosmoides Omlar from herbarium sheet #30868 UC. By J. & M. S.

Clemens from Borneo. Top of 80’ tree, Mt. Kinabalu 4-5000’ elevation. Flower pale

yellow tube purple-pink outside. There are two Clemens’ sheets of this species at UC.
The isotype is Clemens 29828, collected June 7, 1932. All sheets have notations as to the

flower being very fragrant.
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Hoya dennisii Forster & Fiddle

Photo by Eva-Karin Wiberg

This species was written up by Paul I. Forster & David J. Fiddle in the publication

Austrobaileya 4(1): 51-53 (1993). This species is named in honor of the late Geoff Dennis of

Honiara, Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. The type species was collected By T. C. Whitmore, 7

July 1965 from Kwalo Range, Mt Gallego, eastern ridge on the northern end of Guadalcanal.

Here it grown in montaine and submontaine locations at 1500’ to 4000’ elevation where it is

usually epiphytic in bryophyte mats in the rainforests. Feaves are beautifully glossy green, up to 7

cm long and 3 cm wide. The flowers have flattened corollas somewhat campanulate, and about

1.6- 1.7 cm in diameter; externally glabrous and internally with soft dense white trichomes.

You shouldn’t have any trouble growing this exquisite hoya with its vining wiry stems

and beautiful umbels of pink heavy textured flowers. You may want to refer to Fraterna 4‘*’

quarter 1993, page 5-6 and picture on page 14. 1 believe that picture is incorrect and you will see

that the flowers pictured here are a close match to the original type drawings. I wish someone

would identify the crimson- purple flower shown in the 1993 issue of Fraterna. Note that that

species has acute hooked outer coronal lobes.

Correction : It was pointed out by George Slusser that the caption on the photo in Fraterna

Vol.ll, #3July-Sept 1998, page 14 should read Hoya imperialis Findley not Hooker. You may
want to make the necessary correction. Editor.

Fraterna Vol. 11#2 April-Jun 1998 . Pagell, Paragraph 4 should read: The rest of the hoyas

usually get a couple of teaspoons of pulverized chicken manure put on every 3 months. You must

remember that my plants are out in the open, but even then I have complaints about the smell,

even the threat of divorce from my wife!
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I Did Not Have Sex with that Hoya !!!!

By Vic Sencindiver, MD

Sexual reproduction occurs between plants of the same species. The far reaching effects

of sexual reproduction lie in the selective advantages of hybridization - genetic mixing occurring

when gametes from different parents of the same species unite. Many methods have evolved

favoring cross-pollination e.g. active insects, wind pollination, bird pollination and human
pollination. Some species possess self-pollination systems for use when cross-pollination fails to

occur, such as on cool days when insects are not active.

Many mature flowers open in a variety of environmental conditions, a few remain closed

and undergo self-pollination in response to cold temperatures or certain photo-periods. This is

called cleistogamy (literally, a "closed marriage").

The development of most fruits and seeds occur as a consequence of pollination and

fertilization of eggs. A few species are capable of producing full-grown fruits without the

stimulation of pollination and fertilization and the development of seeds. This is called

parthenocarpy meaning "virgin fruit".

Some hoya enthusiasts (Kloppenburg and Green) feel that this happens in the genus

Hoya. Others (Burton and Miyashiro) feel strongly that such is not the case.

I have recently made three separate observations that lead me to agree with the former

two gentlemen.

The first event occurred with a large basket plant of H. kerrii. In June of 1998, I noticed a seed

pod well along in its development that had formed on an old rachis with no evidence of bud

formation and which had not bloomed since August of 1997. I was away from home when the

pod opened and, unfortunately, was able to collect only two seeds. Both of these germinated and

survived.

The second observation occurred on a large basket plant of H. pubicalyx 'Pink Silver', in

which I noticed a nearly mature seed pod had formed on an old one inch long rachis. Here there

were tiny flower buds (one to two millimeters) in size present. The pod appeared to be much
older than the flower bud size would indicate. I have planted these seeds and await germination.

Finally, on a basket plant of H. verticillata, there appeared two nearly mature pods from

the same rachis. Here again, there were no flowers present on the rachis and none had been there

prior to my noting the pods. Here again the seeds of these have been planted. These phenomena

seem to me to be significant since pods normally form as the flowers are matured and the

remaining flowers fall. I do not believe that this occurred in these three cases. Although these

observations do not positively prove the theories of cleistogamy-parthenocarpy I believe that they

are highly suggestive.

Any of you who have made similar observations are encouraged to write me at 908 S. Beach

Avenue, Beach Haven, NJ 08008 Or E mail - jsencin(@worldnet.att.net
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Additional Notes on Hoya Seed Pods

By Dale Kloppenburg

As a follow up To Dr. Sensindiver’s article above, let me present some of my own
observations on seed pods in the genus Hoya. It is readily apparent that with an abundance of

pollinators and under ideal environmental situations (i.e.: proper temperature and humidity

situations), pods readily form, and abundantly, on hoya species. This is surely the case in Hawaii.

In all the various areas where I have studied and collected hoya species in their native habitats

just the reverse can be implied. I have rarely observed any seed pods, even though many flowers.

It is my belief that where adequate/suitable pollinators (insects etc.) are not present, as at

my home in Fresno CA., and where evidently only occasionally are the environmental factors

satisfactory for pod formation, seed pods seldom develop. Certain ones do, however set pods and

evidently at a favorable environmental niche. All pods on these species seem to be initiated at one

time (i.e.: the given interval here evidently is within hours or at most days, in early spring). I

assume the conditions are favorable at these times-higher humidity, lower temperatures.

Here in Fresno, at least, I have observed flowers stuck (remaining on) to the apical end of

maturing pods. These are valuable tools in determining the pollination process involved, when
examined microscopically. All dried flowers are placed in Kew solution to soften-up and

reconstitute the tissues. Such examination has revealed the following two cases to me. (1): All

pollinia are still in the anther pockets and no other pollinia is present and there is no pollen tube

formation (thus no sexual pollination) (2): All pollinia are in place as in the first mentioned case

but with one pollinium (no translators or caudicles nor retinaculum) lying on top and slightly to

the side of the anther wing, having germinated and a mass of pollen tubes penetrating the

receptive area of the stigma at the edge of the styler table (sexual pollination). This pollinia was

of the same species as the flower.

My conclusion from numerous such observations is that here in Fresno, pods form

occasionally under proper environmental conditions, most parthenogenetically with the embryos

developing directly from unfertilized eggs. The seed from all these pods were fertile and

produced plants. It is my hope that others will look for these attached flowers and make the

necessary observations. If this occurs in Hawaii or Florida and other places of abundant pod

formation, it would be worth microscopic examination to see if this phenomenon of parthogenesis

occurs in the presence of adequate natural pollinators, or is it confined to lack of pollinators?

S. K. Chaturvedi & Shonali Chaturvedi at the Dept, of Botany, University of Allahabad, India

“Insect Behavior & Modes of Pollination of Asclepiads Growing In India” ’ concluded the

following: “ It seems that in response to the failure of insect visits to the flowers of some

cynanchoids (Ceropegia santapania, Gymnema sylvestre, Tylophora hirsuta, Tylophora

sp .), abiotic pollination has evolved in which the pollinia produce pollen

tubes while still attached to the gynostegium and this leads to successful fertilization.” This is still

another type of seed formation, which I have not directly observed in hoya. Most likely, however,

it is also present in hoya.

It is important that plant breeders be aware of the tendency of species to produce seed by

apomixis (without union of gametes) to avoid errors in breeding. Progeny thus produced are

generally like the mother plant.

The publication with this article and others can be obtained from Rainbow Gardens Bookshop, Vista CA.
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< Questions and Answers About Hoyas

1.

Q: I have a plant labeled H.

australis var. keysii. It blooms

like H. australis in the spring

a for me, here outdoors in

Miami, but the leaves are

pointed, not flat as the ones of

H. australis. Is it correctly named? It was
a distribution plant from USDA
Chapman Field, possibly in the late

1930's. A: I believe your answer is

contained in your second sentence. It is not

the foliage characteristics that determine

species differentiation but more so the

flower. Foliage, although a valuable tool in

determining and distinguishing hoya species

(especially the overall appearance)

nevertheless is the consistent floral

characteristics that are mainly used to

deterring identification. K. D. Hill in

Telopia 3(2): 1988. "A Revision of Hoyas....

In Australia" (in regard to H. australis R.

Br.) This taxon was subsequently described

(as H. dalrympleana F. Muller and H. keysii

Bailey). P. Forster & D. Liddle in

Austrobalia 3(3): 1991 "Variation in Hoya
australis". In their Group 1: included H.

australis R. Br. Ex Trail; H. dalrympleana

F. Muell.; H. keysii Bailey; H. pubescens

Reineke; H. oligotricha K. Hill subsp.

oligotricha. I'd say just add a label H.

australis R. Br. Ex Trail subsp. australis and

keep the old one too.

2.

Q: How do I keep salts from building

up on the rim of my pots? A: You do not

say what kind of pot you are using-plastic,

clay or other. Plastic pots are the least likely

to accumulate salts (from fertilizers or the

water you use). One of the reasons a loose

potting mix is recommended for hoyas is so

that the water flushes out the salts more

readily. When you water do so heavily, so

the salts accumulated from previous

evaporation will "flush" through and out the

bottom drainage holes. Clay pots also lose

moisture through the clay sides and salts

easily accumulate and are difficult to flush

out. Salts on the rim of the pot above the soil

line can occasionally be scraped off with a

knife and removed. There was an interesting

article in the issue 20(4): 1998 of Hobby
Greenhouses by Larry Hodgson-Pots: Plastic

vs. Clay.

3. Q: Is there a way to kill soil insects and

possible nematode infestations in my pots

without injuring my hoyas? A: Partial

control/protection is possible with systemic

materials. You will find systemic fertilizers

on the market. The active ingredient is

usually Disulfoton. These fertilizers are best

applied in the spring and again at 6 week
intervals. In pots, I believe 2 applications are

sufficient. I can not emphasize enough to be

very sparing of fertilizer in pots, and use this

type of fertilizer only on plants outside the

house. There are other systemic materials

(taken up by the plant and incorporated in

the plant cells) in fertilizer form that are

easy to use. Always use new materials as

experiments on one plant until they prove

effective and useful under your conditions.

4. Q: When is the best time to start new
plants? A: I will assume you mean from

cuttings. In this case I would say when the

trees and plants around you are beginning to

grow and continue to develop new growth

and flowers. This is the natural time when
growth begins normally. With heating from

under the pot to warm the media, cuttings

can be rooted and grow at any time if the

temperatures are sufficient and there is

adequate light. Temperatures in the 70-80

degree Fahrenheit range would be good and

light equivalent to late spring.

Have a happy and enjoyable New Year. Happy Hoya !
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ACCUMULATIVE INDEX OF SPECIES
Includes all issues of Hoya Society West Coast Through Fraterna, Vol. 1 1 , #4, 1 998

Bold faced type indicates photographs

Dischidia...
polilloensis Kloppenburg sp. nov .

ig, 4Q, 5, 1997

Hoya
catalog of trivia! names of hybrids

and cultivars

10, 2Q, 4, 1997
cool tolerant Hoyas

10, 1 Q, 13, 1997
acuta Haworth

10, 1 Q, 9, 1997

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 3, 1997

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997
affinis Hemsiey

cultivars 10, 2 Q, 3, 1997

11, 2 Q, 11, 1998
alagensis Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3 Q, pg. I, 1990
albiflora Blume

4Q,4, 1990
anulata Schitr

4 Q, front cover, 1 995

4Q, 2, 1995
archiboldiana C. Norman

3 Q, front cover, 1991

4Q. 17, 1990

3Q, 4, 1995
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 3, 1997

ig, 4Q, 14, 1997
amottiana, Wight

WC II, #6, 3, 1990

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
australis R. Brown

cultivars 10, 2 Q, 3, 1997

10, 3 Q, 5, 1997

10, 4 Q, 7, 1997

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997

11, 3Q, 1, 1998

australis ssp. tenuipes

2

Q, 2, 1993
australis ssp. australis R. Brown

2 Q, 6, 1992

10, 1 Q, 5, 1997
bandaensis Schitr.

2

Q, 2, 1996

10, 4 Q, 11, 1997
bella "varigata"

WC II, #1, 8, 1989
bella Hooker

well, #1,7, 1989
1 Q, 12, 1995

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

ig, 3Q, 7, 1997
ig, 4Q, 11, 1997

11, 1 Q, 15, 1998

H, 3 Q, 7, 1998

bella var. Paxtonii

WC 11, #1, 8, 1989
benguetensis

WC I, #4, 9, 1988

bilobata Schlecter

cultivars ig, 2 Q, 3, 1997
bordenii Schlecter

ig, 3 Q, front cover, 1 997

ig, 3Q, 12, 1997
brittonii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

_4Q, I, 1992

burtoniae Kloppenburg (sp. 81084)

3Q, 12, 1990
calcina Schitr

4Q, 4, 1990

4Q, VII, 1990
campanulata Blume

3

Q, front cover, 1 994

3Q, 2, 1994

3 Q, 3, 1994

11,3

0,11,1998
camphoiifolia Warburg

1 Q, 14, 1993
cardiophylla Merrill

2Q, 11, 1991

camosa, Browne
WC II, #4, 7 (1989)

2 Q, 5, 1994
cultivars 10, 1 Q, 10, 1997

ig, 1 Q, 14, 1997
cultivars ig, 2 Q, 2, 1997

ig, 3Q, 2, 1997

ig, 3Q, 15, 1997

H, 1 Q, 11, 1998

11,3

0,8, 1998

11,3

0, 11, 1998

caudata Hook f.

WC II, #3, 3, 1989

2 0, 7, 1992

ig. 3 0, 12, 1997

11, 3 0, 11, 1998

caudata var. crassifolia

2 0, 7, 1992

cembra Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3 0, pg. II, 1990

2

0, 11, 1991

chlorantha

4 0, 15, 1996
chlorantha var. tutuillensis

WC I, #4, 2, 1988

4Q, 7, 1996
ciliata Elmer

ig, 3 0, 15, 1997

cinnamomifolia Hooker(USDA
353449)

WC I, #6, 4(1989)
wen, #5, 9(1989)

4

Q, front cover, 1 992
4 0, 8, 1992

ig, 1 0, 14, 1997
cominsii HemsI

1 Q, 16, 1992

11.2 0, 12, 1998
compacta

2 Q, front cover, 1994
2 0,4, 1994

coriacea Blume
3 Q, front cover, 1992
3 0, 2, 1992

1 0, 8, 1993

2 0, 11, 1993

2 0,2, 1996
4 0, 11, 1996

11, 1 Q, 2, 1998

11.3 0, 12, 1998
coronaria Blume

4

0,4, 1990

4 0, 15, 1993

4 0, 12, 1996

crassicaulis Elmer ex. Kloppenburg

sp. nov.

3 0. 10 1995

3Q, 11, 1995
crassipes Turez.

2 0, 2, 1996

4 0, 7,1996

cumingiana, Descaisne

WC II, #4, 3, 1989

ig, 1 0, 14, 1997

11 , 4 Q, 2,1998
curtisii King & Gamble

3 0, 12, 1990
4 0, 11, 1996

ig, 3 0, 11, 1997
dalrympleana F. Muller

11.4 0, 12, 1998
darwinii Loher

4Q, 9 1991

1 0, 14, 1994
2 0, 13, 1995
10,3 0, 12, 1997

11 ,
2 Q, front cover, 1998

11,2 0, 2,1998

n, 3 O, 12, 1998
davidcummingii Kloppenburg sp.

nov.

2 0. 10, 1995



dennisii Forster and Liddle sp. nov .

4Q. 5, 1993

4Q, 14, 1993

11, 2 Q, 12, 1998

11, 94 Q, 9, 1998
densifolia Turcz.

3Q, 11, 1992

11, 4 Q, 2, 1998
dicksoniana P. T. Lee sp. nov,

1 Q, 9, 1995

10,

4

Q, 11, 1997
diptera Seemann

3 Q, front cover, 1996
3 Q, 2, 1996

diversifolia Blume
3 Q, 5, 1990
2 Q, front cover, 1996
2 Q, 2, 1996

4Q, 11, 1996

IJO, 4Q, 11, 1997

11, 1 Q, 11, 1998

H, 3 Q, 8, 1998

dodecatheiflora Fosburg

H, 2 Q, 11, 1998
eitapenis Schitr.

2 Q, 4, 1991

elliptica Hook f.

4Q, 12, 1996
el-nidicus Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, pg. I, 1991

1

Q, 7, 1996
engleriana A. Hosseus

1 Q. 14, 1995

4Q, 12, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
erythrina Rintz

3 Q, 7, 1990

4Q, 12, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 3, 1997

erythrostemma Kerr (synonymous
mindorensis Schitr.)

2Q, 10, 1991

4Q, 12, 1991

4Q, 12, 1996

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997
excavata Teijsmann & Binnendijk

4Q, 2, 1996

4Q, 9, 1996
excavata Tejam. & Binn

3 Q, 6, 1994
finlaysonii Wight

2 Q, front cover, 1992
2 Q, 11, 1992

4Q, 12, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

11, 1 Q, 11, 1998
flagellata Kerr

4Q, 12, 1996
flavida Forster and Liddle sp. nov.

4 Q. 5, 1993

10, 4 Q, 7, 1997

fratema Blume

3Q, 12,1990

1 Q, 8, 1993

2 Q, 11, 1993

2 Q, 2, 1996
11 . 1 Q, front cover, 1 998

11, 1 Q, 2, 1998

11, 3 Q, 12, 1998

fusca Wallich

4Q, 11, 1996
fuscomarginata Blume

1 Q, 6, 1993
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

gigantanensis Kloppenburg sp. nov.

4Q, pg. II, 1992

H, 1 Q, 1 1998

11, 3 Q, 1, 1998

glabra Schlechter

10, 2 Q, 14, 1997
globulosa Hook f.

3Q, 10, 1990

10, 1 Q, 13, 1997

golamcoiana Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, pg. II, 1991

11 .

4

Q, front cover, 1998

11, 4 Q, 2, 1998

gracilis Schlechter

II, #2. 7 (1989)

3Q, 12, 1990

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997

graveolens Kerr

4Q, 11ff,1996

greenii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

2Q, 12, 1995

10, 1 Q, 7, 1997

11, 2 Q, 2, 1998

H, 3Q, 1, 1998

H, 3Q, 12, 1998

griffithii Hook

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

guppy! Oliver

cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

H, 2 Q, 11, 1998

halconensis Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, pg. Ill, 1990

hasseltii Miquel

10, 4 Q, 10 1997

heuschkeliana Kloppenburg

3Q, 10, 1993

3Q, 11, 1993

1 Q, 7, 1995

11, 4 Q, 13, 1998

imbricata Decne
1 Q, 10, 1994

1 Q, 11, 1994

1 Q, 7, 1996

4Q, 6, 1996

10, 1 Q, 7, 1997

10, 1 Q, 8, 1997

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997

10, 4 Q, 11, 1997

H, 3Q, 1,1998

impenaiis Lindl. Var. Rauschii

4 Q, front cover, 1991

4 Q, 2, 1991

cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

11, 1 Q, 1, 1998

11, 3 Q, front cover, 1 998

11, 3Q, 1, 1998

H, 3Q, 7, 1998

11.3 0,11,1998
11.4 0,9,1998

inconspicta Lindl

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

11, 2 Q, 11, 1998

incrassata Warburg
WC I, #5, 5, 1988

2Q, 5, 1994

3Q, 11, 1995
incurvula Schlecter

11, 3Q, 1, 1998
aff. incurvula Schlecter

4Q, 5, 1996
ischnopus Schitr.

2 Q, 5, 1993
kanyakumariana Henry &
Swaminanthan

11, 3 Q, 12, 1998
kenejiana Schitr.

4Q, 10, 1992
kerrii, Craib

II, #1, 11, 1989

2Q, 7, 1992
ZQ, 2, 1996

4Q, 11, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

10 3 0, 15, 1997

11, 1 0, 11, 1998

H, 3 0, 8, 1998

11.4 0, 10, 1998

kerrii (varigated)

1 Q, front cover, 1996
keysii F. M. Bailey

10, 1 0, 14, 1997

10, 3 Q, 5, 1997

10, 3 0,6, 1997

H, 4 0, 12, 1998
kingdonwardii P. T. Lee sp. nov.

1 0, 9, 1995

10.4 0, 11, 1997
lacunosa Blume

WC II, #2, 3, 1989

3 0, 12, 1990

2 0, 7, 1996

4 0, 11, 1996
lanceolata Lindley

1 0, 12, 1995

4 0, 7, 1996

4Q, 8, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 0, 3, 1997

lasiantha Korth

4

0, 12, 1996



latifolia G. Don
3Q, 12, 1990

4Q, 11, 1996ff

lauterbachii K. Schumann
to, 2 Q, front cover, 1 997

10, 2 Q, 7,1997
leucorhoda Schlechter

H, 1 q, 12, 1998
limoniaca S. Moore

1 Q, 7, 1991

4Q, 13, 1994
linearis Wall

1

Q, front cover, 1991

1 Q, 2, 1991

1 Q, front cover, 1994

1 Q, 3, 1994
1 Q. 14, 1995

10, 1 Q, 13, 1997

10, 3 Q, 15, 1997

10, 4 Q, 13, 1997

H, 3Q, 15, 1998
litoralis Schechter

10, 3 Q, 10, 1997

H, 2Q, 12, 1998

lobbii Hooker

4Q, 12, 1996

10, 4 Q, 1997

10, 4 Q, 2, 1997
loheii Kloppenburg

see loherii Kloppenburg

loherii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, pg. Ill, 1991

3Q, 14, 1992

1 Q, 4, 1995
longifolia Wallich

4Q, 3, 1995

4Q, 11, 1996

4Q, 15, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

10, 3Q, 4, 1997

10, 4 Q, 10, 1997
loyceandrewsiana Green sp. nov.

4 Q, 3,1994

4Q, 4, 1994
lyi Leveille

4Q, 11, 1996
Macgillivrayi, F. M. Bailey

I, #2, 3 1988

11, #3, 9 1989

3Q, 4, 1995

4Q, 7, 1996

4Q, 8, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

11, 3 Q, 11, 1998

11, 3 Q, 14, 1998

H, 4Q, 1, 1998
macrophylla Blume

10, 3 Q, 6,1997
madulidii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3 Q, IV, 1990

2Q, 10, 1994

magnifica Forster & Liddle

4 Q, 7, 1996

megalaster Warburg

11, 3 Q, 14, 1998
meliflua Merrill ssp. fratema Green
ssp. nova

1

Q, front cover, 1995
1 Q, 2, 1995

meliflua MerrII

1 Q, 9, 1992

11, 3 Q, 8, 1998
meredithii Green

2 Q, 8, 1994
merrillii Schitr

2Q, 11, 1991

2 Q, 2, 1995

2Q, 3, 1995

2Q, 9, 1996

10, 4 Q, 10, 1997
micrantha Hook f.

2Q, 10, 1992

2Q, 7, 1996

4Q, 12, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
microphylla Schitr.

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

mindorensis Schitr. (syn. Hoya
erythrostemma Kerr)

2

Q, 11, 1991

4Q, 12, 1991

4 Q, front cover, 1993

4Q, 9, 1993

minibelle (hybrid)

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
mitrata Kerr

4Q, 8,1991

1 Q, 14, 1994

4Q, 12, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

H, 2 Q, 2, 1998

11, 3 Q, 12, 1998

H, 3Q, 12, 1998

mofoske/Teijsm & Binn

4Q, 16, 1990
mucronulata Schitr.

2Q, 2, 1996

multiflora Blume

2Q, 11, 1991

4Q, 11, 1996
cultivars tO, 2 Q, 4, 1997

11, 1 Q, 8, 1998

11, 3Q, 9, 1998

multiflora var. varigata

4Q, 15, 1996
myanmaiica P. T. Lee sp. nov.

1 Q, 9, 1995

10, 4 Q, 11, 1997
naumannii Schitr.

2Q, 12, 1992
neo-ebudica, Guill

WC II, #3, 8, 1989

4Q, 7, 1996

nicholsoniae F. Muell (IML #37)

3Q, 4, 1991

4Q, 14, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

10, 4 Q, 7, 1997

11, 3 Q, 1, 1998
nummularia Decne ex Hook f

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
nummularioides Costantine (pubera)

2 Q, 9, 1992

4Q, 10, 1993
3 Q., 14, 1996

4Q, 12,1996

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997
obovata, Descaisne

well, #4, 11 1989

2Q, 2, 1996

4Q, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

10, 3Q,4, 1997

H, 3Q, 8, 1998
obscura Elmer ex Burton

2Q, 11, 1991

10, 1 Q, front cover, 1 997

10, 1 Q, 12, 1997
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

obtusifolia Wight

4Q, 12, 1996

10, 4 Q, 11, 1997

odetteae Kloppenburgh sp. nov .

11, 2 Q, 8, 1998
odorata Schitr.

WCI, #6, 5, 1989

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
oligotricha K. Hill

11, 4 Q, 12, 1998
onychoides P. I. Forster, D. J. Liddle

& I. M. Liddle sp. nov.

3

Q, 4, 1995

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997
orbiculata Wall ex. Wight

2 Q, 2 1996

2 Q, 7, 1996
oreogena Kerr

4Q, 11, 1996
pachyclada Kerr (Perpich-574)

1 Q, 12, 1992

4Q, 11, 1996

10, 1 Q. 7, 1997
padangensis Schitr

2 Q, 8, 1993

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997
palawanica Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, pg. V, 1990

2 Q, 11, 1991

10, 3 Q, 12, 1997
pallida Lindley

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997
panchoi Kloppenburg

11, 3Q, 1, 1998



parasitica (Roxb.) Wall ex.Wight var.

hendersonii Kiew, var. nov.

2

Q, 7, 1996
parasitica (Roxb.) Wall, ex Wight

1 Q, 3, 1996
4 Q, 5, 1996
cultivars 1^, 2 Q, 4, 1997

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997
parasitica var. ciMna Ridley

2 Q, 7, 1996
parviflora Wight

1

Q, 3, 1991

4Q, 12, 1996
pan/ifolia Schitr

3Q, 13, 1990

1 Q, 7, 1991

4Q, 11, 1996

10,2

0,16,1997
pauciflora, Wight

wen, #5, 6,1990
10, 1 Q, 14, 1997

10, 4 Q, 14, 1997
paziae Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3Q, VI, 1990

2Q, 11, 1991

4 Q, front cover, 1994

4Q, 2, 1994
phyllura Schwartz

2Q, 10, 1996

2Q, 11, 1996
polyneura, Hooker, f.

WC l,#6a, 6 1989

4Q, 16, 1990

3Q, 3, 1991

1 Q, 14, 1995

10, 1 !, 13, 1997

10,4

0,3, 1997
polystachya Blume

3Q, 12, 1990

2 Q, front cover, 1993
2 Q, 2, 1993

pottsii Traill

4Q, 14, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

pruinosa Mig

1

Q, 6, 1991

1 Q, 7, 1991

puber Costantin

10.4 0, 10, 1997
pubera Blume

4Q, 10, 1993

2 0,9, 1992

10, 1 0, 1997
cultivars 10, 2 0, 4, 1997

10, 4 0, 11, 1997
pubescens Reineke

11.4 0, 12, 1998
pubicalyx WC I

#4, 9, 1988

pubicalyx Merrill

10, 1 0, 14, 1997

cultivars 10, 2 0, 2, 1997

10.3 0,4, 1997

10, 3 0, 15, 1997

10, 4, 0,8, 1997

11.3 0,8,1998
pubicalyx cv. “Jungle Garden”

4 Q, front cover, 1996

11, 3 0, 11, 1998

pubicalyx var. "Grey Lady"

4 0, 11, 1990
pubicalyx var. Chimera

3Q, 12, 1991

3Q, 13, 1991

10.4 0, 14, 1997
pubycalyx “pink silver”

11.4 0, 10, 1998
purpureofusco Hooker

4 0, 6, 1995

4Q, 7, 1995

10, 1 0, 14, 1997

10, 3 0,4, 1997

11, 3 Q, 10, 1998
quinquinervia Warburg

2Q, 4, 1995

2 0,9, 1996

10.4 0, 10, 1997
quisumbingii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

4 0, pg. Ill, 1992

revoluta Wight

4 0, 11, 1996
rigida Kerr

4 0, 11, 1996
rizaliana Kloppenburg sp. nov.

3 0, pg. IV, 1991

rumphii Blume

10,4

0, 10, 1997
salweenica Tsiang & Li

3 Q, front cover, 1995

3 Q, 2, 1995
scortechini King & Gamble

2 Q, 9, 1994

serpens, Hooker, f.

WC l,#6a, 5, 1989
WC 11, #1, 12, 1989

3 0, 12, 1990

1 0, 5, 1991

1

0, 7, 1991

10, 1 Q, 6, 1997

10, 1 0, 13, 1997

10, 3 0, 11, 1997

10, 4 0, 14, 1997
shepardi Short ex Hooker

4 0, 3, 1995

4Q, 4, 1995

4Q, 5, 1995

10, 1 0, 14, 1997

siamica Craib

4

0, 11, 1996

sp. “truncate leaved species from

Borneo”
10,4

0, 12, 1997
sp. #F-428

I, 6A, 2, 1989
3 0, 13, 1990

sp. BSI-1

WC I, #3, 4, 1988

sp. "Borneo 85-1981"

4 0, 9, 1994
sp. "Green's Gaudy Giant"

3

O, front cover, 1993
3 0,3, 1993

sp. "India #1"

4 0, 16, 1990

sp. "New Guinea White"

4

0,4, 1990
sp. "Tanna"

3 0, 12, 1990
sp. #557

2

O, 12, 1991

2 0, front cover, 1991

sp. #CMF-8

1

O, front cover 1 993
1 0, 7, 1993

sp. #F-484

4 0, 10, 1990
sp. (N1)

4 0, 12, 1996

sp. (N2)

4 0, 12, 1996
sp. (NW) .

4 0, 12, 1996
sp. (S)

4 0, 12, 1996

sp. 94027 (Green)

2 O, front cover, 1995

2 0, 15, 1995

sp. Cebu
2 0,2, 1995

sp. IML#37
3 O, 4, 1991

sp. IML#454
1 0, 3, 1991

sp. in the eriostemma section

1 O, 10, 1995

sp. J. P. Ceram
4 0, 14, 1996

sp. Perpich-574

1 O, 12, 1992

sp. Philipine #3
4 0, 14, 1996

sp. USDA #354244
4 0,4, 1990

sp. WMZ
4 0, VII, 1990

4 0, IX, 1990

sp. IML#232

3

0. 10, 1991

sp. Sabah

3

0., 14, 1996



subcalva Burkill

4Q, 15, 1996
subquintuplineivis Miquel

4Q, 11, 1996

10, 1 Q, 14, 1997
sussuela Merrill

11, #6, 8, 1990

4Q, 3, 1996

4Q, 5, 1996
telosmoides Olmer

11, 4 Q, 6, 1998
tsangii Burton

WC I, 6A, 13, 1989

IQ, 4Q, 14, 1997
uncinata Teijsmann & Binn.

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997

10, 4 Q, 9,1997
vanegata Siebold ex Morren

10, 3 Q, 2, 1997
verticillata (Vahl) G. Don

1 Q, front cover, 1 996
1 Q, 2, 1996

2 Q, 9, 1996

3Q, 10, 1996

4Q, 11, 1996
cultivars 10, 2 Q, 4, 1997

10, 3 Q, 11, 1997

10.4 0,7, 1997

11,1 Q, 1, 1998

11, 1 Q, 11, 1998

H, 3Q, 1, 1998

11.4 0, 10, 1998

11,4

0, 13, 1998
vitellina Blume

1 0, 6, 1993
wayetii Kloppenburg sp. nov.

_2 0, 10, 1993

10.3 0, 15, 1997

11.4 0, 13, 1998
waymaniae Kloppenburg sp. nov.

2Q, 8, 1995

n, 1 Q, 1, 1998

11, 3 0, 1, 1998

zollingehana Miquel

2 0, 2, 1998

Madangia...
inflate Forster, Liddle & Liddle

H, 1 0,4, 1998
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GREEN: PLANT RESEARCH

P O BOX 597,

KAAAWA, HAWAII
96730 USA

Telephone (808) 237-8672

Ted Green

WRITE FOR MY LATEST
ASCLEPIAD
OR ORCHID LIST.

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
FROM FAR AWAY PLACES WITH
STRANGE SOUNDING NAMES.

The Association for plant

and flower people who grow
in hobby greenhouses and
windows!

Quarterly Magazine
Growing & Maintenance

Help & Advice

Hobby Greenhouse Association

8 Glen Terrace, Bedford, MA 01730-2048

Dues: USA $19 {Canada and Mexico, $21 USfunds/MO)
{$22 Overseas, USfunds/MO)

Sample magazine $3.50

Directory of Greenhouse Manufacturers $2.50

HOYA/JUNGLE HOYA/CACTUS
PLANTS BOOKS

World’s leading specialists in tropical Send for free 34-page catalog featuring 500

jungle plants—• hoyas, epiphylhims, books/items on hoyas, cacti, succulents,

Christmas cactus, easter cactus, rhipsalis, palms, cycads, bromeliads, ferns,

rattail cacti and more. Latest (1999) sansevierias, epiphyllums, South African,

plant catalog has 200 color photos + desert, more.
bookshop catalog. 82 pages total. All

for only $2.00 ($5.00 for foreign Largest Cactus Bookshop in the world!

requests).

Order today: Sent surface mail anywhere in the world

Rainbow Gardens Nursery Rainbow Gardens Bookshop
Dept. IHA-99 Dept. IHA-99

1444 E. Taylor St. 1444 E. Taylor St.

Vista, CA 92084-3308, USA Vista, CA 92084-3308, USA
Phone:760-758-4290 Phone; 760-758-4290

Fax:760-758^290t4 vi

;

Fax: 760-945-8934

E-mail: RBGdns(5),aoLcom E-mail: RBGdns@aoLcom

Visa/Mastercard welcome Visa/Mastercard welcome
we ship worldwide! We ship worldwide!

See our entire catalog oil the'yrdb-l'''* See our entire catalog on the web:
www.cactus-malLcom/riihb'oW_gardeiis

V
www.cactus ~malLcom/rambow__bookshop



IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
The official I.H.A. slide program is available to all I.H.A. members.

140+ beautiful slides of hoyas (flowers and foliage shots)! If you would like to show
these 35 mm slides to your local garden or succulent club (or to get a few members

together to see the lovely presentation), please write to the person listed below on how to

obtain the slide show. No fee required other than shipping and insurance charges and a

reasonable deposit to cover possible loss. Write to:

Jerry Williams, Slide Librarian, 1444 E. Taylor St., Vista, Ca. 92084-3308

HELP SPONSOR A PHOTO CAMPAIGN

How do you like the photos that are put into each issue of FRATERNA these days!

Would you like to see more? We certainly would if we could afford it, but let’s face it—

one of the most expensive things about putting out an issue of FRATERNA is having all

those pictures made and pasted into each issue. To offset those costs and allow more

pictures to be added, we are actively asking our members to help sponsor a photo. This

was very popular a couple of years ago, but in the last 18-24 months, we’ve seen a lack of

interest —probably because we didn’t promote it enough. Let’s rectify this! Send in

your non-profit donation of $25.00-$50.00-$ 100.00 today! Through your generous

support, everyone will benefit! Thank you.

LIBRARY

JAN 1 1 W5'

NEW YORK
BOTANICAL GARDEN


